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Abstract
Availability of long and homogenized time series plays a key role in climate understanding.

While many studies already involve surface and upper air data (since the 1970s), an important
fraction of kites, PILOT balloons and radiosondes, containing temperature and wind data, have
only in the last few years been digitized and made available to the scientific community.
The lack of long homogenized upper air records has been identified as a major source of uncer-
tainty in global analyses, causing serious limitations in our ability to diagnose climate change.
This thesis is an attempt to fill this gap and its approach can be summarized in three main
steps: (i) collection of all the new digitized data and organization of these data in a global
archive, structured in a convenient and user-friendly time series format; (ii) homogenization of
temperature and wind records; and (iii) analysis of the tropical temperature trends in the layer
1000-100hPa, directly using temperature and wind data employing the thermal wind relation,
to demonstrate that the amplification of the surface temperature trend is stable and source inde-
pendent.
The first part of this thesis focuses on the collection and merge of all available archives of upper
air data. An automatic procedure has been developed to meld data from different sources. The
result is in the most comprehensive archive of upper air temperature and wind (U and V compo-
nents) data, organized in time series at 16 standard pressure levels. This archive contains data
from 3217 stations, spanning from 1905 up to 2013. Although the data itself has an enormous
potential for climate-related research, raw time series may be affected by many artificial shifts
and jumps, which can limit their worth and interest.
The second part of this thesis is devoted to the complex task of finding and adjusting the in-
homogeneities affecting the raw temperature and wind time series. The homogenization proce-
dure that has been developed is able to locate and repair artificial shifts by using background
information from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 20th Century Reanal-
ysis (NOAA - 20CR), which has been produced using surface data only. This guarantees the
complete independence between analyzed data and the background. Regarding wind time se-
ries, the majority of the breaks detected occurred before 1960, when the procedure for tracking
the balloons was manual. For temperature, several significant breaks have been detected and
fixed in the early and in the recent years.
The last part of this thesis is dedicated to the estimation of tropical temperature trends using
zonal U-winds, employing the thermal-wind relationship. Tropical tropospheric trends have
been a matter of debate in the last 20 years because of the significant discrepancies between cli-
mate models’ predictions and observations coming from radiosondes and satellites. A compar-
ison between the above-mentioned homogenized wind data and the homogenized temperature
archive has been performed. A good agreement of trends derived from temperature and inferred
by wind was found. Specifically, both sources are showing a surface trend amplification factor
in the range 1.4-2.0 at 200hPa that is fitting within the range of CIMP5 climate model predic-
tions, reconciling previous trend discrepancies.

The long and homogeneous archive that contains temperature and wind upper air data span-
ning the whole 20th century, is however, considered the main contribution of this thesis to the
scientific community. This data set can be employed for climate studies and as input for global
reanalysis efforts.
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Zusammenfassung
Die Verfügbarkeit langer und homogener Zeitreihen ist unverzichtbar für die Klimaforschung.

Viele Studien beschäftigten sich bereits mit Boden- und Atmosphärendaten (ab den 1970er
Jahren), aber eine große Zahl an Temperatur- und Winddaten von Drachen, PILOT-Ballonen
und Radiosonden wurde erst in den letzten Jahren digitalisiert und veröffentlicht.
Der Mangel an langen, homogenisierten Zeitreihen der freien Atmosphäre ist ein Hauptgrund
für die Schwierigkeit der Detektion des Klimawandels. Die vorliegende Dissertation leis-
tet einen Beitrag zur Verbesserung der Datenlage und besteht aus drei Teilen: (i) Sammeln
und Zusammenfügen aller neu digitalisierten Daten in einem Archiv und nutzerfreundliche
Verfügbarmachung als Zeitserien; (ii) Homogenisierung der Temperatur- und Winddaten; (iii)
Analyse tropischer Temperaturtrends in der Schicht von 1000-100hPa mit Hilfe der thermis-
chen Windgleichung unter Verwendung der homogenisierten Daten, um die Amplifizierung der
bodennahen Temperaturtrends mit unabhängigen Daten nachzuweisen.
Der erste Teil dieser Dissertation beschäftigt sich mit dem Sammeln und Zusammenfügen aller
verfügbaren Archive von Daten der freien Atmosphäre. Das Zusammenfügen von Daten aus
verschiedenen Quellen wurde automatisiert. Das Ergebnis ist das zur Zeit umfassendste Date-
narchiv der freien Atmosphäre und beinhaltet Wind- (u- und v-Komponenten) sowie Temper-
aturdaten als Zeitreihen auf 16 Standarddruckflächen. Das Archiv umfasst 3217 Stationen im
Zeitraum 1905-2013. Obwohl diese Daten von großem Interesse für die Klimaforschung sind,
können die Rohdaten artifizielle Sprünge und Trends aufweisen und dadurch in ihrem Wert für
die Forschung gemindert werden.
Im zweiten Teil der vorliegenden Dissertation wird der aufwändige Vorgang des Auffindens
und Homogenisierens der beschrieben zeitlichen Inhomogenitäten dargestellt. Die entwick-
elte Homogenisierungsmethode kann artifizielle Sprünge durch Verwendung von Background-
Information der National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 20th Century Reanalysis
(NOAA-20CR), welche ausschließlich Bodenbeobachtungen assimiliert hat, auffinden und ko-
rrigieren. Dieser Umstand sichert die vollständige Unabhängigkeit der analysierten Daten von
den zu korrigierenden Radiosondendaten. Die größte Zahl an Sprüngen in den Windzeitrei-
hen wurde in den Jahren vor 1960 gefunden, als die Nachverfolgung der Ballone noch manuell
erfolgte. Die Temperaturzeitreihen weisen signifikante Bruchstellen verteilt über die gesamte
untersuchte Periode auf.
Der letzte Teil dieser Dissertation beschäftigt sich mit der Abschätzung des tropischen Tem-
peraturtrends unter Verwendung der u-Windkomponente und der thermischen Windgleichung.
Über den Temperaturtrend der tropischen Troposphäre wird seit vielen Jahren debattiert, da
beträchtliche Diskrepanzen zwischen Modellvorhersagen und Beobachtungen von Radiosonden
und Satelliten bestehen. Ein Vergleich zwischen Trends aus homogenisierten Winddaten und
Trends aus homogenisierten Temperaturdaten zeigt, dass die Ergebnisse aus diesen unabhängi-
gen Beobachtungen gut übereinstimmen. Trends aus Wind und Temperatur zeigen beide einen
Amplifzierungsfaktor im Bereich von 1.4 bis 2.0 in 200hPa, in übereinstimmung mit Ergeb-
nissen der CMIP5-Modellergebnisse. Frühere Trenddiskrepanzen konnten nun also beseitigt
werden.
Das lange und homogenisierte Archiv der Wind und Temperaturdaten der freien Atmosphäre,
im 20. Jahrhundert wird jedoch als wichtigster Beitrag dieser Dissertation für die wissenschaftliche
Gemeinschaft angesehen. Diese Daten können für Klimaforschung und als Input für künftige
Reanalyseprojekte verwendet werden.
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1 Introduction

1 Introduction

The understanding of climate variability requires observed long time series of the climate state
quantities not only at the Earth’s surface but also the free atmosphere, since climate anoma-
lies and climate change have a three-dimensional spatial structure. One of the main limitations
and sources of uncertainty affecting the climate change estimation with upper air records like
radiosondes and pilot balloons is the lack of long homogenized series, as identified by the Inter-
governmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) 4th assessment report (Solomon et al. (2007);
Le Treut et al. (2007)).

The primarily intention of this thesis is to overcome the mentioned limitation by creating
long and homogeneous temperature and wind time series involving all the currently available in
situ upper air data sets.
The project can be split in three strongly related sections:

(i) Generation of a comprehensive archive merging the existing fragmentary archives of upper
air data;

(ii) Development of a unified automatic homogenization system that analyzes and adjusts
upper air temperature, wind and humidity data-sets together, using available reanalysis
background departure data;

(iii) Analysis of the temperature trends over the tropic belt (20N-20S) using the archive gen-
erated in (i) and the adjustments in (ii). The trends are evaluated directly employing
temperature data and indirectly using wind time series processed through thermal wind
relation. The goal is to find a robust amplification of the surface trends reconciling the
discrepancy existing between observations and the outcomes from the climate models.

The point (i) finds incentive on the fact that in the last years an increasing number of upper
air data has been digitized but not yet integrated in a common format that would make them
valuable for climate analysis. Not surprisingly, there are very few upper air wind climatolo-
gies that go back beyond 1958, and most of them work with monthly data although thou-
sands of ascents are available since 1920s. Some studies have reconstructed the flow fields
during special climatological events such as the Dust Bowl drought in the 1930s (Brönni-
mann et al. (2009)); some other works have characterized climate anomalies in troposphere
and stratosphere in association with the particularly strong El Niño event registered between
1940-42 (Brönnimann and Luterbacher (2004)). The first section of this thesis describes the
approach to improve data availability, via the generation of an archive that includes tempera-
ture and wind time series as far back as such data exist, but only on standard pressure levels
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1 Introduction

(10, 20, 30, 50, 70, 100, 150, 200, 250, 300, 400, 500, 700, 850, 925, 1000 hPa). Data on altitude
levels are interpolated to standard pressure levels using temperature and geopotential informa-
tion from the NOAA Twentieth Century Reanalysis (NOAA-20CR, Compo et al. (2011)). It is
required that the time series are from ascending balloons (not kites or tethered balloons) and are
at least 300 days long. The availability of a unified source of information that merges all the
fragmentary existing archives is high desirable.
The point (ii) refers to the fact that time series homogeneity remains an open topic and each
future study will benefit from high quality input data. Up to the beginning of the satellite era
in the late 1970s, tracked balloons, and, from the 1940s onwards, radiosondes were practically
the only upper-air wind observing system, and these are still now an essential component of the
observing network. While radiosonde temperature has been extensively globally homogenized
(Haimberger et al. (2008), Haimberger et al. (2012)), the pioneering radiosonde wind data ho-
mogenization (Gruber and Haimberger (2008)) has not got much attention and covered only the
period 1958-2001. The availability of the freshly digitized PILOT and radiosondes soundings
allows for the extension of the time series further back and opens new challenging horizons on
the homogenization of full data sets, back till the beginning of the observation record.
Point (iii) contributes to the debate, that was very popular a few years ago (Trenberth et al.
(2007); Douglass et al. (2007); Santer et al. (2008)), focused on the tropospheric temperature
trend discrepancy between observations (mainly radiosonde) and the results of climate model
simulations: while the former were showing no amplification of surface temperature trends
the latter depicted a strong amplification of the surface trends in the layer 200-500hPa. It was
demonstrated by Allen and Sherwood (2008) that employing radiosonde wind data, recognized
as less biased than temperature, and employing the thermal wind relation, was possible to re-
construct a temperature trend profile comparable with climate model outputs, even if with large
uncertainty bounds. Still at our days this subject is matter of interest (Thorne et al. (2011);
Hartmann et al. (2013); Mitchell et al. (2013)) and only in the most recent comparison Mitchell
et al. (2013) were able to prove for the first time that homogenized temperature trends (obtained
with the recent effort of Haimberger et al. (2012)) and the Coupled Climate Model Intercompar-
ison Project phase 5th CMIP5 predictions agree to a satisfactory degree in the tropics. However
there is still room for improvements.

The surface temperature observations started shortly after the invention of the thermometer
in the early 1600s; the first meteorological network was installed in northern Italy in 1650s
(Kington (1988)) and, already by the latter part of the 19th century, systematic observations of
the weather were being made in almost all inhabited areas of the world.
The upper air observations began only in the second half of the 19th century using the meteo-
graph, a recording device measuring pressure and temperature, which flew secured by a rope to
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1 Introduction

a kite. The measured data were regained after the experiment. This practice was particularly
challenging because the kites were linked to the ground and were very difficult to maneuver in
windy conditions. Additionally, the sounding was limited to low altitudes due to the rope. For
the first time in the 1892, a balloon was used in France to fly a meteograph and 6 years later
these balloons were launched daily (DuBois et al. (2002)). The collected data were then used
to demonstrate that the temperature decreased with height up to certain altitude, which varied
with the season, and then stabilized above this altitude. In 1902 the discovery of the tropopause
and stratosphere was announced at the French Academic of Sciences (Hoinka (1997)). During
the next years there was a fast spread of those new instruments that allowed the collection of
valuable data for meteorological and aviation purposes.
The name “radiosonde” was coined in 1929 in France and refers to a balloon-borne instruments
that transmits atmospheric data (at the beginning only temperature and pressure, and then wind
speed and direction, and humidity) to a receiver-recorder on the ground. At the same time, an
independent project in Russia designed the first radiosonde device able to convert the sensor
readings to Morse code, making the tool particularly easy to use (DuBois et al. (2002)). In the
following years the radiosonde was rapidly adopted by the weather bureaus of all the industri-
alized nations and their colonies, and became an important instrument for scientific campaigns
in the most remote regions of the world.
The impact of this device to the advance of meteorology can hardly be exaggerated: it con-
tributed to the discovery of Rossby waves and baroclinic waves and still contributes to the
systematization of the weather observations. Notable is also its the contribution to improve the
accuracy of the weather forecasts, atmospheric knowledge and it directly affects aeronautics
and agriculture.
Already at the end of the 1940s the USA upper air observing system was fully operative and
in the next 10 years the coverage reached almost the whole globe (even if with some notable
gaps, especially in equatorial and south Africa, South America and Antarctica). Unfortunately,
the observation practices were not standardized: different observation times and altitude levels,
and different data formats made this valuable information difficult to be used. The observation
practice became standardized only after the 1958, when, in the occasion of the International
Geophysical Year (IGY, with the main focus of establish interchange between East and West
scientific communities that had been seriously interrupted during the cold war) the World Me-
teorological Organization (WMO1) introduced uniform criteria in the meteorological practice
throughout the world (therefore the IGY is often taken as starting point for climatological stud-
ies relying on radiosondes).

1 http://www.wmo.int/pages/prog/www/IMOP/publications/IOM-80/CatalogRadiosond.pdf
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1 Introduction

The lack of long and homogeneous time series is a serious problem that does not allow to pull
out the in situ upper air data (PILOT balloons and radiosondes) full potential and worth. In
the last years, many data rescue campaigns have been carried out and different log books have
been digitized, bringing to light a huge amount of new data to the scientific community. Those
archives contain invaluable temperature, wind, geopotential and humidity information but usu-
ally they are quite fragmentary, not reporting the information in a common format, which makes
the reconstruction of the complete series more problematic .

The first section of this study is fully dedicated to create the most comprehensive and uni-
form collection of temperature and wind data coming from PILOT balloons and radiosonde
merging the following source archives:

* The Comprehensive Historical Upper-Air Network (CHUAN) data set version 1.7 (Stick-
ler et al. (2010) and Wartenburger et al. (2013)) and the ERA-CLIM Historical Upper-Air
Data (Stickler et al. (2014)). These archives have been recently digitized and contain
mainly historical upper-air data prior to the IGY. The data sets consist of 20 million mea-
surement values organized in around 5000 ASCII files (with additional metadata) that
represent ca. 2000 stations with geopotential, temperature, wind and humidity data. The
first record goes back to 1900. The data are mainly at altitude levels and a-synoptic times,
and have never been actively assimilated (only passively (Poli et al. (2013))).

* The Integrated Global Radiosonde Archive (IGRA, Durre et al. (2006)), updated until
2012, contains data (temperature, wind and humidity) on standard and significant pressure
levels and sometimes, complementary altitude levels (not used in this work, since they do
not add information to the pressure data). The archive is structured in ASCII files. It is
quite comprehensive and goes back to 1938. However, this data set has its geographical
focus on America and partially lacks Europe prior to the mid-1960s.

* The ERA-40 observation input data set (Uppala et al. (2005)). This data set is available
in BUFR format and contains temperature, wind and humidity observations. It has an
important overlap with IGRA but also additional data over Europe, Japan and Antarctica.
The ERA-40 data set starts in late 1957 and ends in 2002.

* The ERA-Interim observation input data set (Dee et al. (2011)). This is the natural re-
placement of the ERA-40 archives. It covers the period from 1979 up to now and it is
updated in near real time. It is available in the far more convenient ODB format. The
ERA-Interim is preferred when overlapping with others archives since more robust qual-
ity control have been applied to the data.
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1 Introduction

Each single archive contains a big fraction of unique information, but only by merging all
archives it is possible to achieve complete overview of the full upper air data set with the longest
time series obtainable.
Unfortunately, those input archives are in different formats: they identify stations with different
names or codes (just the station name, WBAN2 code, WMO code), the data can be recorded in
different altitude or pressure levels, and either in single ascents or in time series reporting one
or several observations per day. In order to make the information completely transparent for
climate purposes, those formal inhomogeneities have to be removed:

(i) Each station needs to be identified with the unique WMO IDs. While ERA-Interim,
ERA-40 and IGRA already provides WMO IDs, the CHUAN and ECUD archives are
given with geographical coordinates and/or station names and/or WBAN code, but only
in rare cases WMO ID.

(ii) Vertical interpolation: from altitude to pressure and if required, from pressure to standard
pressure levels;

(iii) Time interpolation from the a-synoptic observation time to the standard time 00 and
12GMT3;

After the interpolation process, the spatial, temporal and vertical resolutions are guaranteed
to be constant within all the stations. To achieve the points (ii) and (iii), a reference temperature
and geopotential profile is essential and the NOAA-20CR has been employed as background
(for the vertical and time interpolation), since it is the only reanalysis available back to 1871
(apart from ERA-20C (Poli et al. (2013)) which came too late for this study). Thus, even the
earliest upper air data can be matched (the longest record goes back to April 1900 and it belongs
to Lindenberg station (WMO 10393), which reports temperature). Since the NOAA-20CR is a
surface pressure only reanalysis, it is completely independent from the upper air data sets and
it can be actively used as reference for the time series homogenization, as it is described in the
second part of this work.

For the simple time series visualization, a dedicated Java-Script-based time series viewer
has been developed. It is a polyvalent tool that allows quick on line monitoring, comparison
of single and multiple time series, and detection of outliers and shifts. The Viewer is available
at the page http://srvx7.img.univie.ac.at/˜lorenzo/DEVL rrvis 2.0/html/ and full documentation
can be found at https://reanalyses.org/observations/raobcorerich-visualization.

The Fig.1 and Fig.2 present two of the longest and most complete time series contained in
the Global Radiosonde and tracked balloon Archieve on 16 Standard Pressure levels (GRASP)
archive, obtained joining the input archives. Fig1 shows, for the station Moscow (Russia) at

2 Weather Bureau, Air Force and Navy, http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/homr/reports/platforms
3 Greenwich Mean Time
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1 Introduction

Figure 1: Station 27612, Moscow, Russia. Observed temperature at 850hPa, at 00 GMT. The plot shows
the longest and complete temperature time series in the Merged archive, from 1938 up to now: red
is ERA-Interim, green ERA-40, violet CHUAN and yellow ECUD. The plot is produced by the
time series viewer.

850hPa and 12GMT, the temperature time series that can be fully reconstructed using the in-
formation contained in four different archives which partially overlapping. Globally it spans
more than 70 years of continuous observations. In the merging procedure in case of multiple
data for the same day, a source priority has been set: ERA-Interim, ERA-40, IGRA, CHUAN
and ECUD (from the highest to lowest, according to the most robust quality control criteria that
the archives themselves guarantee). Fig.2 displays the U-Wind component time series for Den-
ver (USA) at 700hPa and 00GMT. To obtain the complete time series, the CHUAN, IGRA and
ERA-Interim archives have been joined to spans more than 80 years of continuous observations.
Since the GRASP archive has been intended as a fully suitable input for homogenization pur-
poses, for each station, variable and time series (pressure layer, observation time and available
day), it has been equipped with the so-called “innovation = observations - background” (also
known as background departures). These quantities are an essential and integral part of the
data set that can facilitate the homogenization procedure. Long observed time series are the
best candidates to investigate climate change, but they need to be made free of artificial shifts.
This kind of behavior is well documented in the Fig.3(a), in which the observed wind direction
time series for the station Bismarck (072764, North Dakota, USA) is plotted at 400, 500, 700
and 850hPA. Well visible is an anomalous shift present in the period 1938-1948 that affects,
with comparable behaviors, all the pressure levels. If the shift can be flagged as artificial, i.e.
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Figure 2: Station 72469 , Denver, Colorado, USA. Observed Wind, U-Component at 700hPa, at 00 GMT.
The plot shows the longest and complete Wind (here plotted the U-component) time series in the
Merged archive from 1920 up to now: light blue is ERA-Interim, red IGRA and green CHUAN.

as caused by some artifact related with the observation practice itself (human or instrumental),
then it should be removed from the original series, otherwise, when assimilated, it may lead to
spurious results.
The procedure to remove artificial breaks and trends is referred to as homogenization procedure.
The second aim of this work is the development of a unified automatic homogenization system
with daily resolution that is able to detect and adjust artificial breaks of the upper air tempe-
rature, and wind time series, using surface data only reanalysis as reference. The system has
been named RAOBCORE 2.0 since it has been designed on the basis of the RAOBCORE
(RAdiosonde OBservation COrrection using REanalyzes, Haimberger et al. (2008)) homoge-
nization system, in which, for the first time, background time series from reanalysis were used
effectively to analyze and fix radiosonde temperature breaks. RAOBCORE was the first suc-
cessful attempt to homogenize automatically the global radiosonde temperature network for the
period 1958-2008, but it had the disadvantage to depend on background information (ERA-
Interim and ERA-40) that were dependent themselves on the radiosonde data. The more recent
RICH method (Radiosonde Innovation Composite Homogenization, Haimberger et al. (2012))
uses the breakpoints date information from RAOBCORE but it employs neighbor station infor-
mation for the break adjustments. The new NOAA-20CR is a surface-pressure-only reanalysis;
thus it is independent of upper air observations and it has reasonably realistic temperature fields
up to stratospheric levels and winds through the whole vertical profile. This product can be
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used to reconstruct extreme weather events occurring over the past 140 years in a physically
plausible manner (Brönnimann et al. (2013)). Even though, it contains some wind (see Fig. 3
of part I in Stickler and Brönnimann (2011)) and temperature (Compo et al. (2011)) biases, the
NOAA-20CR is currently the best product to use as reference in the homogenization of all in
situ upper air datasets.

a)

b)

Figure 3: Wind direction observations (a) and innovations (b) for Bismarck (WMO ID 072764,North
Dakota, USA), at 00GMT and 700 (orange), 500 (green), 300 (light blue) and 200 (dark blue) hPa
levels, respectively. A 365 days running mean has been applied to all time series. Note the shifts
in 1938 and 1948. The 850hPa time serie in the panel (a) has been shift of +30o.

A reliable reference allows the production of robust innovation time series than can easily point
out suspicious trends or shifts in the observed data. In the ideal case, the departures average
over a large number of realizations in a certain period should be close to zero. Every significant
deviation from the expected null value indicates an anomaly in the innovations time series that,
theoretically, can be attributed to the observations, under the hypothesis of robust and reliable
reference. Fig.3(b) shows the innovations time series obtained form the observation shown in
3(a): the shift in the years 1938-1948, already visible in the raw observations time series, has
been cleaned up and it turns out to be more evident and almost equal in size at all the pressure
levels.
Following the idea presented in Haimberger et al. (2008), a variant of the Standard Normal
Homogeneity Test (SNHT, Alexandersson and Moberg (1997)) is used to detect the breaks by
analyzing the innovation time series. Under the null hypothesis of homogeneity, the SNHT
time series can be obtained using a Monte Carlo simulation. Thus a critical factor C can be de-
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1 Introduction

rived to distinguish between natural accepted deviations and artificial shifts. When the SNHT
is applied on a real innovation time series, if it responds with a value higher than the selected
C, this maximum value is flagged as a potential break. All the detected potential breaks are
tested with robustness criteria, which are different for temperature and wind, since the types of
inhomogeneity are strictly related to the observation type. While the simultaneous treatment
of temperature and wind would allow for combined break detection, in this study it has been
found that temperature and wind breaks rarely occur at the same time, with the potential excep-
tion of station relocation. Therefore each variable is treated separately for break detection and
adjustment:

* Temperature: the typical bias affecting temperature is radiation error, which is visible as
a pervasive tendency to cooling in daytime compared to nighttime observations due to the
daytime solar heating on the instrument (Sherwood et al. (2005)). To smooth such inho-
mogeneity, the mean innovations time series before and after the potential break are cal-
culated at each available pressure level, ensuring that the annual cycle is sampled equally
before and after the break. The difference of the means at every pressure level gives the
estimated profile of the breaks. After estimating the break at each level, its significance
is tested using Studen’s t test. Only profiles in which at least two pressure levels contain
breaks that are significant at the 95% level are adjusted. If a break profile is considered
significant, adjustments have been applied at all levels, even if the adjustments have been
below the significance threshold at some pressure levels. The adjustment is calculated as
the difference of the innovations before and after the break.

* Wind direction: the most common reason for wind direction breaks is the wrong north
alignment. If this explanation is the source of breaks then shifts are expected to be con-
stant in time and for all pressure levels. A break is flagged significant if its magnitude is
larger than 1.96 times the standard deviation of the innovation time series. Additionally,
in order to accept only unambiguous breaks, it is required that the mean break size along
the vertical profile is greater than 3o, and that at least 4 time series (2 pressure levels at
both 00GMT and 12GMT times or 4 pressure levels at the same time) are available. Un-
der these conditions, the break is adjusted at both 00 and 12GMT. Since there are cases
(especially before 1960) in which the device changes between the observation at 00 and
12GMT (for example, pilot balloon at 00GMT and radiosonde at 12GMT), independent
break profiles at different times are allowed. For such cases, the significance test has been
performed at both times separately.

* Wind speed: in what concerns wind speed, the breaks are not constrained physically to
the same extent as for wind direction. Large biases are expected only where wind speed
is high and typically these occur where jet streams are located (7-12 km above sea level
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for the polar jet and 10-16 km for the subtropical jet, where wind speed up to 300km/h
can be recorded). At a given pressure level, a break is considered significant if its size is
larger than 1.96 times the standard deviation of the innovation time series. If the criterion
is fulfilled for least at two levels, the break point is classified as significant and afterward
adjusted. For each pressure level, a constant factor λ is estimated from comparing wind
speeds and wind speed innovations before and after the break. The adjustment factors
remain constant in amplitude between the breakpoints.

For each variable, the break adjustment procedure works backward in time, from the most
recent to the earliest break point. In this way, a progressively shorter section of the time series
is adjusted. After these procedures, the breaks due to changes in the measurement biases of the
observed wind time series should be largely removed. However, since only anomaly time series
are adjusted, some records of these homogenized datasets may still have a constant bias.

The last section of the thesis presents a new estimation of the vertical profile of the tropical
mean temperature trends from radiosonde and PILOT temperature and wind observations, em-
ploying the thermal wind relation.
This subject was a matter of debate in the previous years and became popular at the beginning
of the 2000s when the climate models, forced by anthropogenic drivers, were predicting an
amplification of the warm surface trend in the tropic belt (defined as 20S, 20N). Inexplicably,
this result was not confirmed by the radiosondes and satellites measurements (Trenberth et al.
(2007); Douglass et al. (2007); Santer et al. (2008)). The trends amplification was interpreted
as a response to the human-caused increases in the greenhouse gases and the mismatch with the
observed values to the poor quality of the radiosonde temperature observation and as lack of
satisfactory performances of homogenization techniques.
Even after the generous RAOBCORE homogenization effort carried out by Haimberger et al.
(2008), the stratospheric radiosondes temperature trends in the tropical regions were still too
weak (ERA-Interim, used as background reference in RAOBCORE, ingests itself part of the
tropical radiosonde network, shows too weak tropospheric temperature trends). The turning
point came in the 2008 when Allen and Sherwood (2008) proposed a novel approach which im-
plies the use of radiosonde observed winds to infer temperature trends under the thermal wind
relation hypothesis. The method founds its strength on the more reliable quality of the wind
data in comparison with temperature data. These authors found a maximum warming trend at
200hPa of 0.65±0.47K in the tropical belt for the period 1979-2005 that, when compared with
the HadCRUTv4 surface temperature trend of 0.15± 0.23K returned an amplification value of
ca. 4 times with a quite large uncertainty. Such amplification factor looks too large when com-
pared to the climate models (CMIP4, Meehl et al. (2007)) that predict an amplification factor of

4 http://cmip-pcmdi.llnl.gov/
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ca. 2 times (Santer et al. (2005, 2008)). Already with the recent RICH homogenization proce-
dure (Haimberger et al. (2012)), a satisfactory agreement between observation and the CMIP5
was found for the tropic belt, up to 300hPa (Mitchell et al. (2013)).

Due to the inclusion of the freshly digitalized radiosonde and PILOT data in the GRASP, a
much more comprehensive upper air wind archive is available from 1920s, with sufficient cov-
erage of the Tropics region from the 1958 onward. The second big advantage is the presence
of homogeneity adjustments for wind and temperature with daily resolution. These are sub-
stantial differences with Allen and Sherwood (2008) approach, who have (1) assumed unbiased
radiosonde wind profiles; and (2) relied only on radiosondes with out including PILOT balloons
that help to increase the poor data coverage in the tropical regions.
Not only the input data, but also the numerical calculation method can be improved by employ-
ing second order finite differences to calculate the vertical and horizontal discretization of wind
shear and temperature trends. Particular care has been adopted also in the uncertainty estima-
tion.
This progress made in the availability and quality of input data should allow to improve the re-
sults of Allen and Sherwood (2008), reconciling the gap between clime model predictions and
observations, stressing the central role of reliable long and homogeneous time series for climate
studies.

The project has been carried out with the productive collaboration of the European Center
for Medium Weather Forecast (ECMWF5) and the Climatology Research Group6 of the Uni-
versity of Bern.

For each of the above-mentioned main points, novel results have been produced and pub-
lished in peer-reviewed journals.

In the following sections, three journal articles (sections 2, 3 and 4) are presented and intro-
duced by a brief preface. Section 5 wraps up the main results and offers comments. In the last
section (6th) a short outlook is given.

5 http://www.ecmwf.int/
6 http://www.geography.unibe.ch/content/forschungsgruppen/klimatologie/index eng.html
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2 A global radiosonde and tracked balloon archive on 16 pres-
sure levels (GRASP) back to 1905 - Part 1: Merging and
interpolation to 00:00 and 12:00 GMT

This article presents the effort to merge the newly digitalized (CHUAN and ECUD)with the
well known (IGRA, ERA-40 and ERA-Interim) upper air data sets (PILOT balloons and ra-
diosondes) in a comprehensive archive (named GRASP) that contains Temperature, Wind (as U
and V wind components) data organized in time series with daily resolution (00 and 12GMT)
at the 16 standard pressure level.
The paper describes the work to combine the not uniform information stored in the input
archives (associate at each record the WMO ID, and, if necessary, interpolate in time and con-
verting from altitude to pressure data). The NOAA-20CR has been employed as reference for
the procedure and for the robustness check. Since the archive has been designed to be employed
for homogenization purposes, each observation has been complemented with the corresponding
innovation. The GRASP and the input archives are stored as Network Common Data Form
(NetCDF7) files and they are available at the PANGEA8 web portal.

My contributions to this work were to write the FORTRAN code from scratch to merge the
archives. I have also developed the JavaScript code for the Time Series Viewer9. I also pre-
pared all the IDL visualizations employed for this publication. The text has been produced in
collaboration with Leopold Haimberger, who also helped in the beginning when I was dealing
with computational issues.

Ramella-Pralungo, L. and Haimberger, L. and Stickler, A. and Brönnimann, S., 2014:
A global radiosonde and tracked balloon archive on 16 pressure levels (GRASP) back to 1905

- Part 1: Merging and interpolation to 00:00 and 12:00 GMT,
Earth System Science Data (ESSD),
doi:10.5194/essdd-6-837-2013

7 http://www.unidata.ucar.edu/software/netcdf/http://www.unidata.ucar.edu/software/netcdf/
8 http://doi.pangaea.de/10.1594/PANGAEA.823617
9 http://srvx7.img.univie.ac.at/˜lorenzo/DEVL rrvis 2.0/html/
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Abstract. Many observed time series of the global radiosonde or PILOT networks exist as fragments distributed
over different archives. Identifying and merging these fragments can enhance their value for studies on the three-
dimensional spatial structure of climate change.

The Comprehensive Historical Upper-Air Network (CHUAN version 1.7), which was substantially extended
in 2013, and the Integrated Global Radiosonde Archive (IGRA) are the most important collections of upper-air
measurements taken before 1958. CHUAN (tracked) balloon data start in 1900, with higher numbers from the
late 1920s onward, whereas IGRA data start in 1937. However, a substantial fraction of those measurements
have not been taken at synoptic times (preferably 00:00 or 12:00 GMT) and on altitude levels instead of standard
pressure levels. To make them comparable with more recent data, the records have been brought to synoptic times
and standard pressure levels using state-of-the-art interpolation techniques, employing geopotential information
from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) 20th Century Reanalysis (NOAA 20CR).
From 1958 onward the European Re-Analysis archives (ERA-40 and ERA-Interim) available at the European
Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) are the main data sources. These are easier to use, but
pilot data still have to be interpolated to standard pressure levels.

Fractions of the same records distributed over different archives have been merged, if necessary, taking care
that the data remain traceable back to their original sources. If possible, station IDs assigned by the World
Meteorological Organization (WMO) have been allocated to the station records. For some records which have
never been identified by a WMO ID, a local ID above 100 000 has been assigned. The merged data set contains
37 wind records longer than 70 years and 139 temperature records longer than 60 years. It can be seen as a useful
basis for further data processing steps, most notably homogenization and gridding, after which it should be a
valuable resource for climatological studies.

Homogeneity adjustments for wind using the NOAA-20CR as a reference are described in Ramella Pralungo
and Haimberger (2014). Reliable homogeneity adjustments for temperature beyond 1958 using a surface-data-
only reanalysis such as NOAA-20CR as a reference have yet to be created.

All the archives and metadata files are available in ASCII and netCDF format in thePANGAEAarchive
doi:10.1594/PANGAEA.823617.

Published by Copernicus Publications.
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1 Introduction

The radiosonde and pilot balloon network was practically
the only global upper-air observing system up to the late
1970s and is still a valuable source of meteorological and
climatological information, although there are now plenty of
other observations such as satellite or aircraft data (Dee et al.,
2011). While several global radiosonde archives exist and are
publicly available, such as the Integrated Global Radiosonde
Archive (Durre et al., 2006) or CHUAN (Stickler et al., 2010,
2014), they only partly fulfil the needs of climate scientists
due to inhomogeneities in the data and since wind data from
tracked balloons are often not available on standard pressure
levels.

Almost all homogenized radiosonde data sets published
so far, most notably Radiosonde Atmospheric Tempera-
ture Products for Assessing Climate (RATPAC) (Free et al.,
2005), manually and automatically homogenized versions
of the Hadley Centre Atmospheric Temperature (HadAT)
(Thorne et al., 2005, 2011), Iterative Universal Kriging
(IUK) (Sherwood et al., 2008) as well as Radiosonde
Observation Correction using Reanalyses (RAOBCORE)
(Haimberger, 2007; Gruber and Haimberger, 2008) and Ra-
diosonde Innovation Composite Homogenization (RICH)
(Haimberger et al., 2012), only go back to 1958 since ra-
diosonde and pilot launch times had not been standardized
to synoptic times (mostly 00:00 and 12:00 GMT). While ra-
diosonde data are reported on significant pressure levels (lev-
els where the vertical temperature gradient changes) and of-
ten have been interpolated to standard pressure levels (10,
20, 30, 50, 70, 100, 150, 200, 250, 300, 400, 500, 700, 850,
1000 hPa), wind data from tracked balloons are mostly given
on altitude levels. These altitude levels are relative to the
sea level. Without additional temperature information at least
every 12 h, it is not possible to interpolate those wind data
to standard pressure levels accurately enough to make them
suitable for climate analysis.

Not surprisingly there are very few upper-air wind clima-
tologies so far that go back beyond 1958, and most of them
work with monthly data although thousands of ascents are
available back to the 1920s. Some studies have analysed the
flow fields during special climatological events such as the
Dust Bowl drought in the 1930s (Brönnimann et al., 2009).
In a pioneering study,Brönnimann and Luterbacher(2004)
used the data presented in “A historical upper air-data set for
the 1939–1944 period” (Brönnimann, 2003) to characterize
climate anomalies in troposphere and stratosphere in asso-
ciation with the particularly strong El Niño event of 1940–
1942.Grant et al.(2009) studied low-frequency variability
and trends of upper-air temperature and geopotential but not
winds.

The present study intends to improve the data availability
by providing temperature and wind time series as far back as
such data exist, but only on standard pressure levels. Data on
altitude levels are interpolated to standard pressure levels us-

ing temperature information from the NOAA Twentieth Cen-
tury Reanalysis (20CR) (Compo et al., 2011). It is required
that the time series are from ascending balloons (not kites or
tethered balloons) and are at least 300 days long. As such the
data set is smaller than CHUAN (Stickler et al., 2014) but
is easier to use for time-series analysis. The source data sets
are described in the next section. Details on the interpolation
methods to standard time/pressure are given in Sect. 3, and
data counts and some results are presented in Sect. 4.

2 Input data

Creating a uniform radiosonde data set is challenging. There
exist many different data sources, and various digitization
efforts around the globe have yielded valuable data, but in
different formats. However, one can build on the results of
earlier integration efforts. These are

– the Comprehensive Historical Upper-Air Network
(CHUAN) data set version 1.7 (Stickler et al., 2010;
Wartenburger et al., 2013) and the ERA-CLIM Histor-
ical Upper-Air Data (Stickler et al., 2014). The ERA-
CLIM historical upper-air data set (termed ECUD here)
contains upper-air data collected and digitized within
the EU 7th Framework Programme project ERA-CLIM.
These archives contain mainly historical upper-air data
prior to the International Geophysical Year 1957. The
data sets consist of 20 million balloon measurement val-
ues in around 5000 files that represent ca. 2000 stations
with geopotential, temperature, wind and humidity data.
The first record goes back to 1900. Those data, as well
as some post 1957 data, have never been actively assim-
ilated.

– the Integrated Global Radiosonde Archive (IGRA)
(Durre et al., 2006), updated until 2012. IGRA contains
data on standard and significant pressure levels and,
sometimes, complementary altitude levels (not used in
this work, since they do not add information to the pres-
sure data). It is quite comprehensive and goes back to
1938. However, this data set has its geographical focus
on America and lacks a lot of data over Europe prior to
the mid-1960s.

– the ERA-40 observation input data set. This data set in
BUFR format has lots of overlap with IGRA but con-
tains additional data over Europe, Japan and Antarctica
that are missing in IGRA. The ERA-40 data set starts
in late 1957 and ends in 2002, however only data from
1958–1978 are used.

– the ERA-Interim observation input data set (Dee et al.,
2011). It is equivalent with ERA-40 observation input
from 1979 to 2012 but is available in the far more conve-
nient ODB format. The ERA-Interim input data set goes

Earth Syst. Sci. Data, 6, 1–16, 2014 www.earth-syst-sci-data.net/6/1/2014/
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Figure 1. Time series of the numbers of active stations from the respective archives considered in this study. Only data from those stations
are counted that have at least 365 ascents. The bottom right picture is the merged archive.

up to present and is preferred to ERA-40 from 1979 on-
ward.

– the NOAA 20th century reanalysis (Compo et al.,
2011). It does not contain radiosonde information but
its geopotential field can be used to calculate pressure
information for altitude levels. Since it is available back
to 1871, even the earliest upper-air data can be brought
to pressure levels. In this work, it has been used as auxil-
iary data set for time/pressure interpolation and for qual-
ity control purposes.

Not only the observation input data are used from the re-
analysis data sets. Analyses and background forecasts from
ERA-40, ERA-Interim and the NOAA 20th century reanal-
ysis archives all provide valuable reference fields for com-
parison with radiosonde/pilot data. Observation minus anal-
ysis departures (obs− an) from the NOAA-20CR have been
calculated for all observations used. In addition observation
minus background departures (obs− bg) have been extracted
for both ERA-40 and ERA-Interim back to 1958. These are
an integral part of the data set prepared here, and they can
greatly facilitate homogenization efforts as has been demon-
strated byHaimberger(2007); Haimberger et al.(2008); Gru-
ber and Haimberger(2008); Haimberger et al.(2012).

Figure1 shows the number of records as function of time
in the different archives. While the data count in ECUD and
CHUAN prior to 1958 is small compared to the period after
1958, the information content of these archives is very high
since practically no other upper-air information is available

at this time. Figures2 and 10 show also the spatial extent
of the data sets. ECUD contains some very valuable early
data at remote places such as northern Russia and India, and
the data count will soon increase in the future since several
not yet digitized upper-air data have recently been identified
and will be digitized in ongoing efforts (Allan et al., 2011;
Jourdain and Roucaute, 2013).

Our next step is now to merge all those archives to get
long time series, spanning the whole operative time of all the
available stations.

3 Station identification

The station identification procedure is crucial in order to be
able to join different records coming from the same station
but stored in different archives. For data assimilated in ERA-
40 or ERA-Interim, this is relatively straightforward since the
data must have World Meteorological Organization (WMO)
number and precise coordinates (latitude, longitude, altitude
and time) in order to be assimilated. The IGRA offers WMO
ID numbers and coordinates for all its station records as well.
The situation is much more difficult for CHUAN and ECUD
archives where only around 42 % of the station records have
a WMO ID and 74 % have at least a WMO and/or Weather
Bureau Army Navy (WBAN) ID number. It has been rec-
ognized that many of the unknown station records can be
related to WMO ID numbers because of the available ge-
ographical information. Nevertheless automatic methods to

www.earth-syst-sci-data.net/6/1/2014/ Earth Syst. Sci. Data, 6, 1–16, 2014
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Figure 2. Spatial distributions of stations with at least 365 days of data, at the pressure levels of 850, 700 and 500 hPa, in the different data
sets used in this study. The bottom right panel shows the distribution in the merged archive. Only WMO stations have been used.

assign the correct WMO numbers to these stations are com-
plex, if not impossible, for the following reasons:

– the station names differ in different archives, and some-
times they are reported in local language including non-
standard ASCII characters.

– In many cases the station ID was changed even when the
station was relocated only by a few kilometres, which
ended the old record and started a new one. In those
cases it is possible to join those records without intro-
ducing inhomogeneities.

– In other cases different stations were operative simul-
taneously (pilot at daytime and radiosonde at nighttime,
for instance) in the same area/city; even if they are close
to each other, they should be identified as independent
stations at first since the data have to be processed dif-
ferently. Only after the pilot data have been brought
from altitude levels to standard pressure levels, merg-
ing is possible.

– Cases of erroneous coordinates (typos, exchanged signs
etc.) were detected.

– While CHUAN also contains some aircraft, kite and
tethered balloon data, these have not been included in
the merged data set because of their different character-
istics (staying at the same height, often for hours) com-
pared to ascending balloons.

The following four station metadata files (they can
be downloaded from doi:10.1594/PANGAEA.823609) have
been consulted to manually identify the station records:

– WMO Observing Stations and WMO Catalogue of Ra-
diosondes

– radiosonde comprehensive metadata catalogue (Texas
University)

– ERA40 radiosonde list with metadata events

– NOAA WBAN and WMO collection.

Since none of the above metadata file is complete, all of
them are essential to assign and validate stations WMO ID
numbers. If the lat/long information in the four listed station
inventory files were incoherent, a manual check via Google
Maps was made, and the wrong entries were discarded. In
most cases the most recent station location was trusted. If
WMO ID number and lat/long were perfectly matching (most
of the cases), the station identification was straightforward.
When the station name was the same (considering the dif-
ferent languages and typos) and lat/long were almost (within
< 0.5◦) but not perfectly matching, the station location was
monitored with Google Maps. In the majority of cases, a re-
location of the station within the same area/city (e.g. from
university to airport, from an airport to another) was the rea-
son, and the most recent WMO ID was kept. Stations with
implausible lat/long (wrong sign, inverted digits) were high-
lighted, and, after a double check (if possible), their meta-
data were corrected. Where the localization was unsafe, no
WMO ID number was assigned. As a result of those efforts,
roughly 95 % of the CHUAN stations could be identified with
a WMO ID number. Nevertheless, the stations not identified
were analysed and stored if their records were long enough.
A table with station identifiers (file station_list.txt) is pre-
sented in the supplements section of the PANGAEA website.
Where the latitude and/or the longitude are missing or are un-
realistic in the station list inventory, the station was rejected.

Earth Syst. Sci. Data, 6, 1–16, 2014 www.earth-syst-sci-data.net/6/1/2014/
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Figure 3. Zonal mean temperature (top),U (middle) andV (bot-
tom) wind biases of NOAA-20CR compared to ERA-Interim at
150 hPa averaged over 00:00 and 12:00 UTC and over each month
of the year 1979. Note different scales forU andV components.

4 Interpolation from altitude to standard pressure
levels

The pilot balloons used for upper-air wind measurements
were tracked using theodolites or RADAR. Both instruments
report geometrical height as vertical coordinate. In both
CHUAN and ECUD, the wind observations are reported on
altitude levels (m a.s.l.). An accurate interpolation from alti-
tude to pressure (most likely not standard) and, in a second
step, from non-standard pressure to standard pressure lev-
els requires either temperature plus humidity or geopotential
information. Using standard atmosphere temperature values
would introduce unnecessarily large errors.

Geopotential information is available globally every 6 h
on a 2◦ × 2◦ grid from the NOAA 20CR. These are inter-
polated bilinearly to the respective station locations (lati-
tude/longitude). While the NOAA 20CR analysis fields are
means of an ensemble, and thus spatially relatively smooth,
they represent a substantial improvement compared to clima-
tological fields or the standard atmosphere. There are some
biases of temperature (and thus geopotential) fields at high
tropospheric/low stratospheric levels especially in the polar
regions (see Fig.3a). However, they introduce a small bias,
especially before the 1950s since only few ascents reached
levels higher than 500 hPa. This can be seen also from Fig.5.

At the station location we can now find the interpolation
weighta from the formula

φx = a · φ1 + (1− a) · φ2, (1)

whereφ1 < φx < φ2, whereφ1 andφ2 are geopotential val-
ues at NOAA-20CR model levels at the station location and
φx is the reported altitude of the measurement multiplied by
g. Now it is possible to determine the corresponding pres-
sure at the station locationpx as lnpx=a · lnp(φ2) + (1−

a) · lnp(φ1). In order to obtain values on standard pressure
levels, we perform again a linear interpolation from pressure
φx levels to standard levels. The latter procedure is necessary
also for assimilated pilot (from ERA-40 and ERA-Interim in-
put data) since those are only available on significant levels
but not standard levels.

5 Time interpolation

Not all radiosonde and pilot stations report at 00:00 and
12:00 GMT. Particularly before 1958 the launch times were
not standardized. In order not to discard too many observa-
tions at asynoptic times, also a time interpolation has been
implemented that allows backwards continuation of many
records. To take into account the diurnal cycle in the tem-
perature and wind fields, we assume that the difference be-
tween observation and the reference NOAA 20CR is constant
within ±6 h of the observations. This assumption is justi-
fiable for wind, since wind measurement biases as well as
NOAA 20CR biases are not expected to depend strongly on
the observation hour, at least not in the vertical mean. The
analysis value at the time of the observationtobs is gained
by cubic interpolation. Then it is assumed that the analy-
sis departure at timetobs is still (already) valid at 00:00 or
12:00 GMT.

The observations are divided in three time categories as
outlined in Table1. The time offset is at most 6 h, which is
crude. It could, in principle, be reduced to 3 h if four synoptic
times per day were considered instead of just two. Using the
departure definition,

τ(tobs) = obs(tobs) − 20CR(tobs), (2)
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Figure 4. Time interpolation. When there are no observations avail-
able at 00:00 or 12:00 UTC but only at other times, a reference value
at the time of the asynoptic observationtobs is calculated from the
NOAA 20CR, employing a cubic interpolation with the four clos-
est values. The difference dep(tobs) = Obs(tobs)−20CR(tObs) is as-
sumed constant betweentobs and the closest synoptic timeta . The
observation at timeta is obtained by adding the departure dep(tobs)

to 20CR(ta).

Table 1. Assignment strategy for observations for interpolation to
the nearest synoptic time.

Observation Closest synoptic time

< 06:00 UTC 00:00 UTC
≥ 06:00 UTC and≤ 18:00 UTC 12:00 UTC
> 18:00 UTC 00:00 UTC (day after)

we estimate the observation at the synoptic time 00:00 and
12:00 UTC as

obs(t0) = 20CR(t0) + τ(tobs), (3)

obs(t12) = 20CR(t12) + τ(tobs).

Figure4 summarizes the idea: the first two observations at
synoptic time have not been manipulated. The third one has
been reported at 03:00 UTC, and we would like to shift it to
00:00 UTC. For this purpose we interpolate cubically, using
the four closest analysis data, the NOAA 20CR (it could be
temperature orU or V wind component) to the observation
time, and we calculate the departure observation minus ref-
erence. In a second step, we add the departure to the NOAA
20CR value at 00:00 UTC (in this case,ta in the picture),
obtaining the reconstructed observation at the standard time
00:00 UTC. We take care that the same observation is not
duplicated at 00:00 and 12:00 UTC.

While the time interpolation method may be sufficient for
wind, it is certainly problematic for temperature. The diur-
nal cycle of the NOAA-20CR temperatures may not always
be realistic and the temperature measurement biases of the
early radiosondes can be large and can change quickly with
local time, particularly at dawn or dusk (Nash and Schmidlin,
1987; Andrae et al., 2004; Redder et al., 2004). In order to
facilitate the implementation of an improved interpolation or
homogenization procedure that may be able to take into ac-
count these sharp transitions, the merged data set contains not

only the (new) standardized launch times but also the original
launch times.

The quality of the interpolation procedure can be assessed
by comparing the interpolated values from the CHUAN
archive with data from the same stations in the ERA-40
archive, which has been possible at least for the years
1957/58. ERA-40 used “first guess at appropriate time” (Up-
pala et al., 2005), meaning that the background was com-
pared to an observation at the time of the observation and
not at the nearest synoptic time. Also the analysis and back-
ground forecast quality was higher because upper-air data
were assimilated. Nevertheless, the mean difference between
temperatures interpolated to standard pressure levels is very
small (rms difference less than 0.1 K), as expected, since the
source data should be the same in CHUAN and ERA-40.
There is only a vertically constant difference of 0.05 K (not
shown), which is likely attributable to a different conversion
from ◦C to K. In this work, the constant 273.15 has been em-
ployed.

6 Merging the different archives

The good agreement between the time series stemming from
ECUD, CHUAN, IGRA, ERA-40 and ERA-Interim suggests
that it is generally safe to merge these archives into a global
one, in order to get longer, more complete and usable time
series.

Figure 1 shows the temporal development of the upper-
air temperature and wind station numbers in the different
archives. While systematic wind observations begin in the
1920s (data stored in the ECUD and CHUAN archives), the
systematic upper-air temperature observations start only after
1940 (CHUAN and IGRA). The ECUD record of Meteorolo-
gisches Observatorium Lindenberg/Richard-Aßmann Obser-
vatorium (ID 10393) in Germany, where also the GRUAN
(Seidel et al., 2009) lead centre is located, holds the earli-
est data with the first ascent dated 4 April 1900. Regular
ascents, started in 1905, making the Lindenberg series the
longest, continuous upper-air series in the world (Adam and
Dier, 2005).

In order to merge all the stations and to ensure efficiency,
the following rules have been adopted:

– Station WMO ID must be the same.

– Station location (latitude, longitude and altitude) must
be the same (with±0.5◦ tolerance) in the source
archives.

– A data priority has been set: (1) ERA-Interim, (2) ERA-
40, (3) IGRA, (4) CHUAN and (5) ECUD. This means
the following: if ERA-Interim data were available, they
were used except for those found erroneous in the qual-
ity control step outlined below. Then, ERA-40 was used
to fill the gaps left by ERA-Interim, then IGRA, then
CHUAN and finally ECUD. Thus the ECUD data are
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Figure 5. Mean (solid) and rms (dashed)U (left panel) andV (right panel) difference between observations interpolated to standard pressure
levels in CHUAN and ERA-40, averaged over 91 stations at 00:00 and 12:00 UTC, for the period 1957–1958 in North America. The total
number of observations at each pressure level is also reported. Differences come mostly from different temperatures used for interpolation to
pressure levels. Only WMO stations have been used.

1

Figure 6. Observed temperature time series at station Moscow (027612, Russia) at 850 hPa, at 00:00 UTC. The plot shows the longest and
complete temperature time series in the merged archive (1938–2012): red is ERA-Interim, green ERA-40, violet CHUAN and yellow ECUD.
The imperfect overlap between the common parts of the archives is a JavaScript artifact which applies a smoothing function if the number of
points exceeds the plot resolution. If one zooms in with the time-series viewer, the discrepancies vanish.

used only if they were found in none of the above data
sets. The merge procedure is done for every measure-
ment; that is a record for a particular day can consist of
values from different archives.

– After the merger, only merged stations with more than
365 days have been kept.

The time series of Moscow in Fig.6 is an example of a
time series that has unique contributions from each of the
data sets. It is also one of the very few stations that have tem-
perature data before 1940. One can see the overlap between
data sets. The data in the plot do not exactly overlap because
the time series are individually sampled, and not the same
days are picked for the different data sets.
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Figure 7. Temperature observation time series of station Moscow at 500 hPa and at 00:00 UTC green curve IGRA archive, red curve ERA-
40 station archive. The early spikes show a case where no data are available in the IGRA archive and where the data in the ERA-40 are
suspicious. The later spikes are caused by four suspicious values reported by the ERA-40 archive. The IGRA archive contains more plausible
values on these days.

The U and V wind components over the US also show
good agreement between CHUAN and ERA-40 (Fig.5). The
shown differences originate from the different adopted meth-
ods for the conversion of altitude to standard pressure levels.
The biases are negligible; the largest rms departures are lo-
cated around 300 and 150 hPa, where there are large verti-
cal wind gradients and the known temperature biases in the
NOAA 20CR reanalysis may also lead to geopotential biases
that affect the interpolation quality. One also has to bear in
mind that the NOAA-20CR analysis fields are estimated to be
as accurate as modern 4-day forecasts (Compo et al., 2011).
Thus variability due to uncertainty in the analyses also adds
to the found rms departures. Newer surface-data-only reanal-
yses such as ERA-20C (Poli et al., 2013) or the planned
Sparse Input Reanalysis for Climate Applications (SIRCA,
Compo et al., 2012) are expected to have smaller tempera-
ture biases, which should further improve the interpolation
quality for both temperature and wind.

For each observed value at dayi (a day) at station
j for parameterφ (temperature, wind) denoted asiobsjφ ,

there also exists an interpolated analysis valuei20CRj
φ from

the NOAA-20CR. The analysis departures from the NOAA
20CR can thus be written as

iτ
j
φ =

i obsjφ −
i 20CRj

φ . (4)

A simple quality control has been performed on the raw data:

– Date and time limits must be plausible
(00:00< time< 23:59; we assume 24:00= 00:00
of the next day, Gregorian calendar).

– Temperature must be between−100 and+60◦C or the
equivalent in K.

– Wind speed must be between 0 and 200 m s−1.

– Wind direction must be between 0 and 360◦.

Inside those ranges, the observations may still contain very
unlikely/wrong values due to many possible causes, the most
likely being typos in the log books and digitization mistakes.
The observation was dropped during the merging procedure
if its analysis departureiτ j

φ was larger than 4 times the stan-
dard deviationσ of the departures for the considered pres-
sure level. Before this criterion was applied, the NOAA-
20CR was adjusted for its climatological biases, which are
strongest in polar regions (seeBrönnimann et al., 2012, but
can be found also at some locations in the tropics (Stickler
and Brönnimann, 2011).

These have been quantified from mean differences be-
tween the NOAA-20CR and ERA-Interim in the year 1979.
ERA-Interim is considered as one of the most reliable re-
analyses (Blunden and Arndt, 2013). Figure3 shows as an
example the global temperature,U andV wind component
difference ERA-Interim minus NOAA-20CR at 150 hPa, av-
eraged over 00:00 and 12:00 UTC, for the year 1979. There is
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Figure 8. Temperature (upper panels) andU (middle panels) and
V (bottom panels) wind component spike frequency (%) as function
of pressure, for the whole period 1900–2010. The legend contains
the archive names and the departure types (in brackets). Values with
deviations larger than 4σ from the respective background forecasts
or analyses are counted as spikes.

a warm bias at high latitudes (beyond 60◦ N and 60◦ S, reach-
ing up to 12 K), which also has a strong annual cycle. The
strongest biases in theU wind component (up to 8 m s−1) are
concentrated in the tropical regions, with only a weak annual
cycle. The zonal meanV wind component, which is small
anyway, does not show strong biases. NOAA-20CR temper-
atures have been shifted by the difference between ERA-
Interim and NOAA-20CR. NOAA-20CR wind components
have been scaled to match those in ERA-Interim.

Figure7 highlights the presence of spikes in the raw time
series of some archives. Those erroneous values are not prop-
agated to the merged archive. Results of a more comprehen-
sive spike evaluation can be found in Fig.8, showing that
almost all archives exhibit spike densities below 0.5 % for
all pressure levels. An exception is ECUD for temperature
at 150 hPa: there, the spike rate is 1 %. The ECUD tempera-

ture measurements were made prior to 1957 and mostly stem
from Siberia. Their special location may explain the different
frequency of spikes at high levels. Spikes in the wind time se-
ries are relatively rare.

7 The merged archived

The union of all data sets gives a total of 3217 stations (land
stations and anchored weather ships that use radiosondes,
tracked balloons, with time series longer than 365 days),
where 3020 have been recognized as WMO stations with a
valid WMO ID. A total of 1598 (1596 with WMO ID) sta-
tions contain temperature observations, and 3152 (2957 with
WMO ID) stations contain wind observations (asU andV

components). The Lindenberg (WMO ID 10393) series starts
already in 1900, but it contains several gaps. The longest con-
tinuous upper-air temperature record comes from Moscow
with data available from 1938 onward.

Figure9 shows three temperature departure time series at
500 hPa for Moscow (WMO ID 26712, Russia). The longest
series (observation minus NOAA-20CR analysis) goes as far
back as the observations. Of course it already shows much
smaller variance than the observation time series in Fig.6.
The deviations are generally below 1 K back until 1955,
although the NOAA-20CR has not assimilated those data.
Since at 00:00 GMT most ascents are nighttime ascents, the
radiation error in those soundings is likely small. Only be-
fore 1955 the deviations are larger, which indicates an inho-
mogeneity either in the observations (possibly the pressure
sensor) or in the NOAA-20CR. From 1958 onwards also
ERA-40 background departures are available. These show
even smaller variance, partly because upper-air data have
been assimilated. Interestingly, the NOAA-20CR and ERA-
40 background departures are highly correlated and show
synchronous dips such as around 1969, which clearly indi-
cates inhomogeneities in the observations rather than in the
analyses/background forecasts. From such a simple compar-
ison one can immediately see the benefit of having different
(and largely independent) departure time series at one’s dis-
posal. If the same fluctuations are visible in all background
departure time series, the likelihood for inhomogeneities in
the observations is dramatically increased. The ERA-Interim
background departures in Fig.9 are again smaller than those
from ERA-40, most likely due to the substantially improved
data assimilation system compared to ERA-40. Of course
any detected inhomogeneity raises the desire for proper ho-
mogenization of the observation records, as it is undertaken
in Ramella Pralungo and Haimberger (2014) at least for wind
data.

The global upper-air network time coverage and distribu-
tion are presented in Figs.2 and1. In order to explore the
development of the global upper-air network, it is interest-
ing to examine, decade by decade, the number and the po-
sitions of the operative stations. In Fig.10 the development
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Figure 9. Time series of 500 hPa, 00:00 GMT departures between observations at Moscow and reference data sets derived from reanalysis
efforts: obs-NOAA 20CR analysis (yellow); obs-ERA-40 (green) 6 h background forecasts, obs-ERA-Interim 12 h background forecasts
(red).

of the upper-air observing network is displayed, where only
stations with more than 5 years of observations for the se-
lected decade have been plotted. The first systematic wind
observations are dated 1920 over the United States, and they
become denser from 1935 onward. In the years 1945/1950 in
Europe, Russia (even if in Moscow temperature observations
have been maintained since 1938), and Japan, a rudimentary
upper-air observation network was present. In Australia, New
Zealand, Hawaii, Polynesia, and Africa, a very small number
of stations was active. Also stationary weather ships were
operative in the Atlantic and Pacific oceans. The global cov-
erage becomes satisfactory already in the decade 1950–1960
in the Northern Hemisphere. Good spatial coverage has been
maintained over the whole globe, but observations remain
scarce over central Africa and South America.

The global radiosonde network reached its maximum ex-
tent, in terms of number of stations, in 1957/58, during the
International Geophysical Year with more than 1600 active
stations (roughly 1200 reported wind and 900 reported tem-
perature). In December 2012, 825 stations were active: 713
reported temperature and 804 reported wind.

Table2 summarizes how the single archives contribute to
the merged archive. For temperature ECUD and CHUAN
data, 66.3 and 45.1 %, respectively, of the available obser-
vations have been ingested in the merged archive. The per-

centages are not higher because the most recent data stored
in these archives are partly overlapping with IGRA and/or
ERA-40, and those have higher data priority. For wind, more
than 70 % of the ECUD and CHUAN data flow into the
merged archive. The newly digitized and compiled (ECUD
and CHUAN) data contribute roughly 4.8 % (temperature)
and 10.4 % (wind) to the merged archive.

After the merging procedure, 37 station records contain
more than 70 years of continuous observations, which makes
them extremely interesting and valuable for further stud-
ies. When analysing those data, one has to be aware of the
changing quality of the observations. The nominal precision
of temperature measurements is±0.2 K (GCOS, 2007), but
the actual precision is likely less, especially for the earlier
measurements, which used relatively thick, slowly respond-
ing sensors. In addition, the precision of the pressure mea-
surements as well as of the interpolation procedure has to
be taken into account. Thus it is not surprising thatWarten-
burger et al.(2013) found much larger observation errors on
the order of 1 K for soundings in the 1940s and 1950s. Only
for the modern GPS-based sounding systems, the nominal
precision is actually reached. While the actual increase of
precision with time depends on the radiosonde type used as
well as on the altitude of the measurements, it is very likely
not better than±0.5 K in the 1980s, as can be seen also from
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Table 2. Data contribution of different archives to the merged archive. The order of data sets is also the order of preference when merging.
Thus the 66.3 % of data used from ECUD are data found only in ECUD.

Temperature
ERA-Int ERA-40 IGRA CHUAN ECUD

% data used 99.9 48.5 13.8 45.1 66.30
% data respect total 52.4 32.8 10.0 4.7 0.1

Wind
ERA-Int ERA-40 IGRA CHUAN ECUD

% data used 99.9 53.7 13.9 78.8 70.4
% data respect total 48.2 32.7 8.8 9.7 0.7
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Figure 10. Decadal distribution of upper-air stations in the merged archive with at least 5 years of data in the range 850–500 hPa, starting
1930–1940 (upper left) to 2000–2010 (bottom right). Only WMO stations have been used.

the early radiosonde intercomparison experiments (Nash and
Schmidlin, 1987). The time series of background departures
can also serve as an upper bound for the precision of the mea-
surements, although their variance is determined not only
by measurement precision but also by representativeness er-
rors and the quality of the analyses or background forecasts
used. Figure9 shows how the background departures have
decreased over time. Regarding measurement accuracy (also
called trueness or bias), the quality depends even more on ra-
diosonde type for temperature. Biases larger than 1 K above
100 hPa are common for many radiosonde types still used in
the 1990s (Haimberger et al., 2008). One should keep that in
mind when using the merged data, which are given with four
decimal places (10−4 K) to be able to trace them back to the
original measurements (often given in◦C or ◦F).

Regarding wind data, the situation is similar. Not only
measurement reliability but also precision has improved
when switching from theodolites to RADAR and then fur-
ther to GPS-based soundings. It is nowadays of the order of
1 m s−1 for wind speed and 5◦ for wind direction with a ver-

tical resolution of 200 m (GCOS, 2007). When using theodo-
lites, the precision was worse, but not more than a factor of
2, as can be seen from time series of background departures
of wind in the 1940s and 1950s (see Ramella Pralungo and
Haimberger, 2014). Nevertheless, the numbers in the netCDF
files have not been rounded to ensure clean conversion of
units (kt, km h−1 to m s−1).

8 The time-series viewer

For simple time-series visualization, a JavaScript-based
time-series viewer, (available at the pagehttp://srvx7.
img.univie.ac.at/~lorenzo/DEVL_rrvis_2.0/html/) was de-
veloped. It allows quick monitoring of the data archive,
which permits visual detection of outliers and shifts. One
can choose between observed variables (temperature and
wind speed, direction,U and V components) and depar-
tures from different background series (NOAA 20CR, ERA-
Interim and ERA-40). Observation time (00:00, 12:00 and
00:00–12:00 UTC difference) and the pressure level can be
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selected from the self-explanatory menu. More details about
the viewer can be found athttp://reanalyses.org/observations/
raobcorerich-visualization.

9 Conclusions

The presented merged data set contains upper-air tempera-
ture and wind records on standard pressure levels back to
the 1920s. It is specifically targeted for advanced quality
control and bias adjustments and, of course, climatological
analysis. It complements existing upper-air data sets (ECUD,
CHUAN, IGRA, ERA-40 input, ERA-Interim input) that are
in total perhaps more complete (they contain altitude and/or
pressure levels and also short time series with less than
300 days with observations) but also more difficult to use and
not always aligned as time series. It contains not only the raw
observations but also departures from the NOAA 20th cen-
tury reanalysis and ERA-40/ERA-Interim background fore-
casts. As such the data set is particularly suitable as a basis
for a homogenized temperature and wind data set that uses
RAOBCORE (Haimberger, 2007) technology for bias adjust-
ments. The homogeneity adjustments for wind and their ef-
fect on the time series and global mean trends are described
in part 2 of this paper (Ramella Pralungo and Haimberger,
2014). The archive is available in convenient NetCDF for-
mat and can be visualized with a simple online plotting tool.
The archive will be updated once a year shortly after a full
year has been completed in ERA-Interim.

The altitude to standard pressure level conversion involved
the use of NOAA 20CR geopotential information. The time
resolution is relatively coarse, and future surface-pressure-
only reanalyses, such as ERA-20C (Poli et al., 2013), will
help to improve this aspect since the upper-air data have
been passively assimilated at the correct time which conse-
quently yields background departures at the right time. Fu-
ture surface-data-only reanalyses also may have smaller tem-
perature and wind biases than the NOAA-20CR.
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Appendix A: NetCDF file structure

All input data archives as well as the merged archive have
been written as NetCDF files that contain the time series
with daily resolution (00:00 and 12:00 UTC ascents) at 16
standard pressure levels (10, 20, 30, 50, 70, 100, 150, 200,
250, 300, 400, 500, 700, 850, 925 and 1000 hPa). One file is
written for each variable (temperature,U wind andV wind
components) and station.

The file names are self-explanatory:

123456_V_t.nc. (A1)

The first digit is either 0 or 1:

– 0 indicates that the station has been identified as a WMO
station.

– 1 indicates that the station has been identified as a NO
WMO station.

The next five digits are the WMO station identification
number, if the first is a 0; otherwise they are the progres-
sive number with which the station has been saved in the
respective archive (CHUAN or ECUD, since only those two
archives contain unknown stations). TheV refers to the vari-
able reported in the file, and it can be

– T −→ temperature

– U −→ U wind component

– V −→ V wind component.

The _t refers to time series, as is the form in which the data
have been stored. In the file are defined 13 dimensions, 18
variables and the global attributes. The variable list is com-
posed of (type−→ name)

– integer−→ stations−→ station ID, it works as the first
six digits in the file name (according toA1)

– float −→ lat −→ station latitude, in degrees north,
range[−90◦,90◦

]

– float −→ long −→ station longitude, in degrees east,
range[−180◦,180◦

]

– float −→ alt −→ station altitude, in in m a.s.l., range
[−400,8000] m

– integer−→ pressure_layers(16)−→ array with the 16
standard pressure levels

– integer−→ obs_time(2)−→ array with launch times
(00:00 and 12:00) UTC

– integer −→ date(45000)−→ progressive day in-
dex from 1900-01-01 with Gregorian calendar, range
[19000101, 20230316]

– integer Varno−→ the variable number identifier fol-
lowing the ECMWF line guides (Upper Air Tempera-
ture 2 [K]; U component of wind 3 [m s−1]; V compo-
nent of wind 4 [m s−1])

– integer −→ index_days−→ progressive (from 1).
Date(index_days) returns the corresponding day that
refers to index_days for the selected station.

– float −→ obs −→ The observations array could be
named, in agreement with the variable reported in the
file name:

– Temperature−→ temperature

– U_Wind−→ U wind component

– V_Wind −→ V wind component

The arrays have dimensions obs(obs_time, pres-
sure_layers, index_days) In this way, we use the min-
imum number of days in order to map the time series.

After the observed time series, the departure (background de-
partures from ERA-Interim, ERA-40 and analysis departures
from NOAA 20CR) flags and measurement system type in-
formation are stored as follows:

– float −→ bias correct −→ bias correct(obs_time,
pressure_layers, index_days), only available for ERA-
Interim and ERA-40 archives, where bias correction
procedure has been performed by ECMWF (Haim-
berger and Andrae, 2011; Andrae et al., 2004);

– float −→ fg_depar −→ fg_depar(obs_time, pres-
sure_layers, index_days), only available for ERA-
Interim and ERA-40 archives, where it has been per-
formed as Observation-Forecast first guess (ECMWF
forecast);

– float −→ an_depar−→ an_depar(obs_time, pres-
sure_layers, index_days), for ERA-Interim and ERA-40
archives it has been performed as Observation-Analysis
(ERA-40 or ERA-Interim Reanalysis ECMWF ); for
IGRA, CHUAN, ECUD and merged archive, the analy-
sis comes from NOAA 20CR fields (updated to 2010);

– integer −→ sonde_type−→sonde_type(index_days)
contains information about the WMO measurement
system type (seehttp://www.wmo.int/pages/prog/www/
IMOP/meetings/Upper-Air/Radiosonde-netw/Doc5-3.
pdf)

– integer −→ status −→ status(obs_time, pres-
sure_layers, index_days) contains the data source
archive for the current obs_time, pressure_layers,
index_days:
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– status=1−→ ERA-Interim input

– status=2−→ ERA-40 input

– status=3−→ IGRA archive

– status=4−→ CHUAN archive

– status=5−→ ECUD.

– integer−→ anflag anflag(obs_time, pressure_layers, in-
dex_days) flag, reserved for future use;

– integer −→ event1 event1(obs_time, pressure_layers,
index_days) flag, reserved for future use.

The file is equipped with global attributes:

– conventions = “CF-1.4”−→ NetCDF files conventions

– title −→ project title

– institution−→ file owner "University of Vienna"

– history−→ when the file was produced

– data type−→ “RADIOSONDE INPUT DATA”

– source−→ source archive

– references: −→ www.univie.ac.at/theoret-met/
research/raobcore.

Routines for reading the archived NetCDF files are avail-
able in FORTRAN and IDL and can be downloaded from
doi:10.1594/PANGAEA.823609.
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3 A global radiosonde and tracked balloon archive on 16 pres-
sure levels (GRASP) back to 1905 - Part 2: Homogeneity
adjustments for PILOT and radiosonde wind data

This paper presents the procedure named RAOBCORE 2.0 employed to homogenize the wind
records stored in the GRASP archive. Artificial breaks and shifts arise from the undocumented
changes in the instruments/tools, station relocation or more general from each unknown source
that can corrupt the observations. These biases are directly affecting the data quality and the
results of climatological studies.
The main goal of the work is to detect the breaks using a modified version of the Standard Nor-
mal Homogeneity Test and possibly adjust them in a not invasive way. Particular emphasis has
been given on the early years (before 1960) when, so far, no other global homogenization effort
has been attempted due, most probably, to the station sparsity.

The adjustments, stored station by station as NetCDF files, are available at the PANGEA10

archive.

My contributions to this work were to write the FORTRAN program that is able to homog-
enize temperature (not mentioned in the paper) and wind data-sets together. As inspiration
source, I have used the well known RAOBCORE procedure, but all the code has been revisited,
integrated and optimized to allow more flexibility. The adjustment method for sampling biases
has been developed by me from scratch. I have also developed the IDL visualization routines
used. Leopold Haimberger participated actively with hints, solutions and ideas on the crucial
points, offering his wide experience in this field with helpful brainstorm sessions.

The paper text has been written with “four hands”: myself and Leopold Haimberger.

RamellaPralungo, L. and Haimberger, L., 2014:
A global radiosonde and tracked balloon archive on 16 pressure levels (GRASP) back to 1905

- Part 2: homogeneity adjustments for pilot balloon and radiosonde wind data,
Earth System Science Data (ESSD),
doi:10.5194/essd-6-297-2014

10 http://doi.pangaea.de/10.1594/PANGAEA.823617
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Abstract. This paper describes the comprehensive homogenization of the “Global Radiosonde and tracked
balloon Archive on Sixteen Pressure levels” (GRASP) wind records. Many of those records suffer from artificial
shifts that need to be detected and adjusted before they are suitable for climate studies.

Time series of departures between observations and the National Atmospheric and Oceanic Administration
20th-century (NOAA-20CR) surface pressure only reanalysis have been calculated offline by first interpolating
the observations to pressure levels and standard synoptic times, if needed, and then interpolating the gridded
NOAA-20CR standard pressure level data horizontally to the observation locations. These difference time series
are quite sensitive to breaks in the observation time series and can be used for both automatic detection and
adjustment of the breaks.

Both wind speed and direction show a comparable number of breaks, roughly one break in three stations. More
than a hundred artificial shifts in wind direction could be detected at several US stations in the period 1938/1955.
From the 1960s onward the wind direction breaks are less frequent. Wind speed data are not affected as much
by measurement biases, but one has to be aware of a large fair-weather sampling bias in early years, when high
wind speeds were much less likely to be observed than after 1960, when radar tracking was already common
practice. This bias has to be taken into account when calculating trends or monthly means from wind speed data.

Trends of both wind speed and direction look spatially more homogeneous after adjustment. With the excep-
tion of a widespread wind direction bias found in the early US network, no signs of pervasive measurement
biases could be found. The adjustments can likely improve observation usage when applied during data assimi-
lation. Alternatively they can serve as a basis for validating variational wind bias adjustment schemes. Certainly,
they are expected to improve estimates of global wind trends.

All the homogeneity adjustments are available in the PANGAEA archive with associated
doi:10.1594/PANGAEA.823617.

1 Introduction

From the 1900s tracked balloons, and from the 1940s also ra-
diosondes, were practically the only upper-air wind observ-
ing system with global or regional coverage up to the begin-
ning of the satellite era in the late 1970s. Despite the rapidly
increasing amounts of satellite data since then (Dee et al.,

2011), balloons and radiosondes remain an essential com-
ponent of the observing network. While the vertical extent of
the records was limited to mostly below 400 hPa before 1940,
it reached the stratosphere from the 1950s onward (Scherhag,
1962). Since the 1970s, 10 hPa are regularly reached by most
balloons.

Published by Copernicus Publications.
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Figure 1: Maps of upper air stations of the GRASP data set with at least 5 years of data
per decade in the range 850-500 hPa, for different decades.
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Figure 2: Time series of wind direction observations at station Bismarck ( 072764,North
Dakota, USA), at the 700 (orange), 500 (green), 300 (light blue) and 200 (dark blue) hPa
levels, respectively. A 365 day running running mean has been applied to all time series.
Note shifts in 1938 and 1948.
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Figure 1. Maps of upper-air stations of the GRASP data set with at least 5 years of data per decade in the range of 850–500 hPa for different
decades.

Early upper-air wind data have been used to reconstruct
climate anomalies in the early 20th century, such as the
Dust Bowl drought in the 1930s (Ewen et al., 2008b), and
were instrumental in discovering the quasi-biennial oscilla-
tion (Graystone, 1959). More modern in situ upper-air wind
data have helped attributing regional wind stilling in the
Northern Hemisphere to increased surface roughness (Vau-
tard et al., 2010). There is also increased interest in wind
speed trends due to increasing installations of wind turbines.
Allen and Sherwood(2008) have used wind data as a temper-
ature proxy, applying the thermal wind equation to calculate
temperature (gradient) trends. Interestingly, they found much
larger warming trends than those estimated from radiosonde
temperature measurements which are long known to be bi-
ased (Santer et al., 1999, 2005; Thorne et al., 2005).

Long and homogeneously observed time series are an es-
sential source to diagnose the three-dimensional pattern of
climate change. They are also precious input data for reanal-
ysis efforts, particularly if they go back to before the satel-
lite era (Kistler et al., 2001; Uppala et al., 2005; Ebita et al.,
2011). Reanalyses have proved extremely fruitful for climate
research and are essential input for studies in many disci-
plines (Hartmann et al., 2013). Reanalysis performance and
homogeneity are highly dependent on the available input data
and their quality. Any improvement there will increase the
accuracy of the estimated climate state and will be directly

beneficial for future studies related to it. This fact triggered
several efforts to digitize surface data and early upper-air data
in many countries (Allan and Ansell, 2006; Allan et al., 2011;
Brönnimann, 2003; Ewen et al., 2008a; Stickler et al., 2014).
The present study builds upon these efforts. In part I of this
study (Ramella-Pralungo et al., 2014) a new radiosonde and
pilot balloon wind data set at 16 standard pressure levels,
called GRASP, has been developed. Figure1 shows maps of
global coverage with wind data for different decades in this
data set.

Upper-air wind time series from balloons have tradition-
ally been assumed to be temporally relatively homogeneous
compared to temperature or humidity. While biases are not
as pervasive as for temperature, wind biases have been oc-
casionally detected by monitoring the output of data assimi-
lation systems (Hollingsworth et al., 1986). As an example,
Fig. 2 shows the observed wind direction time series for the
station Bismarck (North Dakota USA WMO ID 072764) at
00:00 UTC at different pressure levels. Already in these time
series there are indications that, in around 1948, they are af-
fected by artificial shifts in wind direction, caused by wrong
north alignment of the station. Imperfect tracking of the hor-
izontal motion, wrong height assignment or the inertness of
the ascending balloon can also cause biases. These biases are
hard to detect without a reliable reference if they are smaller
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Figure 2. Time series of wind direction observations at station
Bismarck (072764, North Dakota, USA), at the 700 (orange), 500
(green), 300 (light blue) and 200 (dark blue) hPa levels, respec-
tively. A 365-day running mean has been applied to all time series.
Note shifts in 1938 and 1948.

than in this example. That reference may be neighboring sta-
tions or, since recent times, reanalysis data.

Haimberger(2007) showed that background departure
time series from reanalyses can be used effectively to de-
tect and adjust breaks in radiosonde temperature time series.
An automatic homogenization method (RAdiosonde OBser-
vation COrrection using REanalyses, RAOBCORE) showed
some skill in adjusting the global radiosonde temperature
data set. Subsequent refinements of the method also em-
ployed composites of neighboring radiosondes that allowed
more accurate adjustment of breaks without sacrificing the
independence of the adjusted radiosonde data from satellite
data (Haimberger et al., 2008, 2012).

This method has been successfully applied to the global
radiosonde wind data set back to 1958 as well (Gruber and
Haimberger, 2008). While wind direction errors could be
safely identified in their paper, there were concerns that
wind speed background departures may not be independent
enough from the assimilating model (ERA-40 (European
Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) Re-
Analysis) at this time (Uppala et al., 2005), which has some
known inhomogeneities). This study also did not consider pi-
lot balloon winds and was restricted to the period 1958–2002.

Since then, the availability of newly digitized data
as well as the advent of the National Atmospheric and
Oceanic Administration 20th-Century Reanalysis (NOAA-
20CR; Compo et al., 2011) improved the prospects for a
comprehensive homogenization of upper-air wind data back
to the beginning of balloon observations. The NOAA-20CR
is well suited as reference since it is independent of upper-air
observations and since it has reasonably realistic temperature
fields up to stratospheric levels. While some wind biases are
evident in this reanalysis (see Fig. 3 of Part 1 andStickler
and Brönnimann, 2011), these are temporally quite stable,
at least over the midlatitudes from 1950 onward, as will be
shown below. It has been used for interpolating the global
pilot balloon wind data set from geometric height to stan-
dard pressure levels in Part 1. The present paper describes
how this combined radiosonde plus pilot balloon data set is
homogenized using analysis departure information from the
NOAA-20CR.

The next section describes the input data, and Sect. 3 out-
lines the homogenization method. Section 4 explains how
sampling biases can translate into monthly mean biases and
what is done to avoid that. Section 5 presents results, and
conclusions are drawn in Sect. 6.

2 Input data

The GRASP data set as described in Part 1 is the main
input to be homogenized. Its main sources are the ERA-
Interim observation input and observation feedback data set
(Dee et al., 2011), the ERA-40 observation input and feed-
back data set (Uppala et al., 2005), the Integrated Global
Radiosonde Archive (IGRA) (Durre et al., 2006), updated
until 2012 and supplemented with analysis departures from
the NOAA-20CR, and the Comprehensive Historical Upper-
Air Network (CHUAN; Stickler et al., 2010) including the
ERA-CLIM (European Reanalysis of Global Climate Obser-
vations) Historical Upper-Air Data (Stickler et al., 2014).

The archive contains daily records at 00:00 and 12:00 UTC
from 2924 wind stations with a WMO identifier, distributed
all over the world, with data starting in 1905 at Lindenberg
(10 393) for temperature and in Hamburg (10 148) for wind
and with longer time series over the US starting in 1915
(e.g., Omaha 72 553). Figure1 shows the wind network de-
velopment and distribution of those stations that have at least
5 years of observations. Already in the 1930s, a network of
stations was operating mainly in the US and in India. In the
1940s the distribution was already global, albeit sparse. The
global coverage over land masses was constantly improved
in the 1950s, particularly in the International Geophysical
Year (IGY) 1958 when several new radiosonde stations also
started operating in South America, southern Africa and the
Pacific Islands. The network of radiosonde and pilot balloon
observations in the 1950s is much denser than the radiosonde
network only (compare with Fig. 10 in Part 1). Since the IGY,
the radiosonde network has not changed much in size, peak-
ing in the 1970s and since then slowly decreasing in density.

In addition to the observations at standard pressure lev-
els, the GRASP data set contains the so-calledinnovationsor
analysis departures, i.e., observation minus analysis from the
NOAA-20CR, collocated at each station location and each
available observation time (00:00 and 12:00 UTC), and stan-
dard pressure levels. For homogenization the analyzed fields
from the NOAA-20CR have been chosen again since they are
independent of upper-air data and since NOAA-20CR goes
back to 1872 so that analysis departures exist even for the
earliest upper-air data. While background departures from
ERA-40 and ERA-Interim have smaller variance, they are
not completely independent of upper-air data, and they also
do not reach back far enough. Evaluations of NOAA-20CR
have found some biases in its wind field (Stickler et al., 2010)
and several inhomogeneities have been detected byFerguson
and Villarini (2013), particularly in ensemble spread. Despite
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Figure 3: Histogram of a) wind speed observations, b) analysed wind speeds and c) inno-
vations (obs-NOAA-20CR) at 300 hPa and 00 GMT, for several decades for same subset of
stations as in Fig. 12. The histograms have been normalized so that the integral is 1.
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Figure 3. Histogram for several decades of(a) wind speed observations,(b) analyzed wind speeds and(c) innovations (obs-NOAA-20CR)
at 300 hPa and 00:00 UTC for the same subset of stations as in Fig.12. The histograms have been normalized so that the integral is 1.

these caveats one has to acknowledge that the NOAA-20CR
reproduces the comprehensive global atmospheric circula-
tion and also the surface temperatures in the 20th century
quite well, given the reduced set of input data it assimilates.
In many ways it is unique, and similar upcoming products
such as ERA-20C (Poli et al., 2013) have yet to demonstrate
significantly better temporal homogeneity than the NOAA-
20CR.

3 Methods

The radiosonde wind homogenization system presented here
is based on the methodology referred to as Radiosonde Ob-
servation Correction using Reanalysis (RAOBCORE). It was
introduced byHaimberger(2007) and was originally applied
only to temperature time series.Gruber and Haimberger
(2008) demonstrated that the RAOBCORE’s technique can
be, when properly modified, applied also to wind data with
promising results. In that pioneering study only radiosondes
data collected during ERA-40 (Uppala et al., 2005), comple-
mented with radiosonde data from the IGRA (Durre et al.,
2006), were used, spanning the time interval 1958–2002.

The system used here, referred to as RAOBCORE 2.0, an-
alyzes temperature, wind speed and wind direction simul-
taneously. In contrast to the original RAOBCORE, it uses
NOAA 20th-Century Reanalysis data as reference. While the
simultaneous treatment of temperature and wind would al-
low for combined break detection, we found that temperature
and wind breaks rarely occur at the same time, the exception
being perhaps station relocations. Therefore each variable is
treated separately for break detection and adjustment. Meta-
data are an important source of information for homogeniza-
tion purposes, and they can and have been used in the break
detection procedure by assigning higher a priori probabili-
ties to a break given particular events (Haimberger, 2007) or
for applying certain adjustments (Luers and Eskridge, 1995).
A new, promising version of upper-air metadata has recently
become available (Tschudin and Schroeder, 2013). However,

the metadata have been collected mainly for temperature and
humidity adjustment. For wind, the metadata information is
rather sparse and most likely incomplete. At this stage, meta-
data have therefore not been used for wind homogenization.

3.1 Construction of reference time series

The NOAA-20CR zonal (U ) and meridional (V ) wind val-
ues used as reference are already stored in GRASP as depar-
ture time series, i.e., the NOAA-20CR values can be calcu-
lated simply by adding the departures to the observations. For
homogenization purposes is often advantageous to represent
wind information in polar coordinates (speedff and direc-
tion dd). North alignment shifts in wind direction, which are
a major source of biases affecting the whole vertical profile,
are visible much better in wind direction time series than inU

or V time series. Following the notation ofHaimberger et al.
(2012), we define the wind direction difference (τ ) between
an observation (obs) at timeti (wherei is index of day) at a
given station and the NOAA-20CR analysis (an) interpolated
to this as

τdd(ti) = obsdd(ti) − andd(ti). (1)

In cases where this difference is not in the range of
[−180◦,180◦

], we set

– τdd(ti) = τdd(ti) − 360◦ if τdd(ti) > 180◦

– τdd(ti) = 360◦ + τdd(ti) if τdd(ti) < −180◦.

Wind direction departures are not necessarily Gaussian dis-
tributed, and care must be taken particularly at low wind
speeds. Therefore, they are considered valid only if the wind
speeds in both observations and in the reanalysis are higher
than 1 m s−1 and if the wind direction differences are smaller
than 90◦. Now one can take the average over a time interval
a (denoted by an overbar) which yields

τ dd(a) = obsdd(a) − andd(a). (2)
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The wind speed departures1ff are defined as

τff (a) = obsff (a) − anff (a). (3)

τu(a) andτ v(a) can be defined in a similar way. All these
averages exist at 00:00 and 12:00 UTC at the 16 standard
pressure levels. The standard length of the intervalsa,b is
2 years for break detection (to be able to separate two nearby
breakpoints) and 8 years (for better accuracy) for break ad-
justment. It can be reduced to 200 days at the beginning and
end of the time series and near gaps. At least 200 valid ob-
servations in each interval are required for valid averages.

3.2 Break detection

As discussed byHaimberger(2007), a variant of the standard
normal homogeneity test (SNHT;Alexandersson, 1986) can
be applied to the innovation time seriesτx(ti) (wherex can
beu,v,dd,ff ) in order to find possible break candidates.

The SNHT variant considered here calculates a test statis-
tic Qk for each potential breakpointk. The intervals are
then chosen asa = [k − N/2,k] andb = [k,k + N/2], with
N = 1460 (2 years before, 2 years after a potential break) as
default choice. We now defineQk as

Qk = N/2
{
[τ x(a) − τ x(a,b)]2 + [τ x(b) − τ x(a,b)]2

}
/σx(a,b), (4)

whereσ(a,b) is the standard deviation of theτx(ti) over the
interval[a,b] andτ x(a,b) is the meanτx(ti) over the whole
interval [a,b]. The maximum number of missing data ad-
mitted in one subinterval of lengthN/2 is an important pa-
rameter. It is set to 650. With so many data allowed to be
missing, special care is needed to ensure the equal sampling
of the annual cycle in the interval before and after a poten-
tial breakpointk, particularly in the case of data gaps. This is
done by deleting data for a month that is missing in one inter-
val also in the other interval. This simple measure minimizes
false break detections at stations with strong annual cycles
(Haimberger, 2007). This SNHT variant yields time series of
Qk for all k where there are enough data. TheQk time series
exist at each pressure level, and significant maxima are not
reached at each level and not at the samek values. Thus one
has to combine the breakpoint probability information from
all levels to get unique breakpoints. The composite series of
all theQk is obtained as a mean along all the pressure levels
and times:

〈Qk(tm)〉 =
1

np

1

nt

∑
np,nt

Qk(pl, tm)with pl = 100,150, ...,850hPa.

tm = 00,12UTC

Under the null hypothesis (homogeneous time series), the
distribution of〈Qk〉 can be obtained from Monte Carlo sim-
ulations, taking possible autocorrelation into account. From
these, a critical valueQcrit can be derived. It is a reasonable
idea to setQcrit not too high, since weaker breaks can be

eliminated later by applying robustness criteria (explained in
the next section). Depending on the value set forQcrit, the
time series〈Qk〉 is converted into break “probabilities”, with
range[0,1], in the same manner asHaimberger(2007), ex-
cept that the a priori probability time series is flat (no use of
metadata). If, on a given day, the maximum break probabil-
ity exceeds 0.5, the date is recorded as apossiblebreak. If it
passes the robustness tests, it is adjusted as explained below.
If there is a break, the〈Qk〉 are typically larger thanQcrit
over a certain time interval (see, e.g., Fig.6). The break loca-
tion is set at the maximum〈Qk〉 value. Local〈Qk〉 maxima
have to be separated by at least a year to be recognized as
separate breakpoints.

3.3 Break adjustment

As mentioned, a common reason for breaks in wind direction
is the wrong north alignment: in this case the wind direction
error is expected to be constant in time and also in the verti-
cal. The break size estimate at a given pressure level at 00:00
or 12:00 UTC at datek is defined as

1τ
k

dd(a,b) = τ k
dd(b) − τ k

dd(a). (5)

The intervalsa, b are generally chosen to be longer (up to
8 years, as explained above) than the intervals used for break
detection with SNHT, above. We consider a break significant
if its magnitude is larger than 1.96 times the standard de-
viation of theτ dd . We require that the vertical mean of the

break sizes
〈
1τ

k

dd(a,b)
〉

must be greater than 3◦ and that

the break size estimates at individual pressure levels must
not change sign in the vertical. At least four time series (two
pressure levels at both 00:00 and 12:00 UTC times or four
pressure levels at the same time) must be available in or-
der for them to be accepted. In this case the break is ad-
justed at both 00:00 and 12:00 UTC. Since there are cases in
which the device changes between the observation at 00:00
and 12:00 UTC (for example, pilot balloon at 00:00 UTC and
radiosonde at 12:00 UTC), one may get different and inde-
pendent break profiles at different times. For such cases, the
significance test has been performed at both times separately.
The breaks at station Bismarck as shown in Fig.6 are typ-
ical examples. Others, like the Russian station Aktyubinsk
(now known as Aktobe, but for historical reason here called
Aktyubinsk, WMO ID 35229) or Marion Island (WMO ID
68994), highlighted byGruber and Haimberger(2008), have
been revisited for comparison purposes. The obtained mean
break profiles agree well with those presented inGruber and
Haimberger(2008), although the variance of the estimates is
larger because the scatter of the departures from surface data
only reanalysis used as reference is larger when compared
to background departures from full reanalyses such as ERA-
Interim, particularly in remote regions.

The approach for wind speed is slightly different, since
there are no such strong physical constraints available as
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Figure 4. Scatterplots of observed wind speed vs. NOAA-20CR at station 72764 at 200 hPa with different treatment of high wind speeds
during the period 1960–2010.(a) original observed wind speed;(b) observed wind speed, missing values replaced by scaled NOAA-20CR
wind speeds;(c) observed wind speed, all values above 60 % of the maximum observed wind speed set to “missing”;(d) as(c), but values set
to missing in(c) are replaced with scaled NOAA-20CR wind speeds. Mean wind speeds as well as the linear relationship between observed
and NOAA-20CR wind speeds are given in inset legends.

there are for wind direction. Larger biases may occur only
at some pressure levels; thus, each single level is analyzed
independently. In particular, it is well known that the largest
inhomogeneities occur at high wind speeds, i.e., where the
jet streams are located (7–12 km above the sea level for the
polar jet and 10–16 km for the subtropical jet). A break at a
given level is considered significant if its size is larger than
1.96 times the standard deviation of theτff . If this criterion
is fulfilled at least at two levels at a potential breakpoint, the
wind speed profile is adjusted.

While the individual wind direction values are adjusted by
a vertically constant value, the wind speeds at a given pres-
sure level are adjusted by a factorλ such that high wind speed
values are adjusted more than low wind speeds. Otherwise
low wind speeds might become negative.

Before adjusting the observations, the NOAA-20CR wind
speeds, which are known to be biased (Compo et al., 2011),
have been adjusted by another constant factorλ20CR, which
has been derived from the mean wind speed quotient between
the most recent part of the observation time series and the
corresponding NOAA-20CR analysis time series:

λ20CR= WSobs/WS20CR. (6)

The λ20CR factor is calculated for each pressure level and
for each station using linear regression to reflect different
biases in different climate zones. Only wind speeds larger
than 1 m s−1 in the NOAA-20CR and after 1960 have been
taken into account when calculating this factor. In general,
the method delivers reasonable factors in the range of 0.9–
1.2, assuming there are sufficient data available (at least
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1000 values). One example is the ratio of the mean wind
speeds given in Fig.4a. Before 1960, the mean values of
the observations in Fig.3a are higher by this factor than the
NOAA-20CR winds in Fig.3b.

As has been described inHaimberger(2007) andHaim-
berger et al.(2012), the breakpoint adjustment procedure
works backward in time, from the most recent to the earli-
est one; in this way, a progressively shorter section of the
time series is adjusted. The default averaging interval for the
break size estimation has been set to 8 years. If only a shorter
time series is available (because of the next earlier break or
because of a data gap), this parameter is reduced accord-
ingly. The adjustment factors remain constant in amplitude
between the breakpoints. After these procedures, the breaks
due to changes in the measurement biases of the observed
wind time series should be largely removed.

3.4 Calculation of unbiased monthly means

The early wind measurement systems used theodolites to
track the ascending balloons, which worked only if there was
good visibility and upper-level winds were not too strong.
While, under fair weather conditions, the balloons could be
tracked up to 200 hPa or higher, the balloons were some-
times lost below 2 km in stormy conditions. As a result,
winds during disturbed weather conditions are underrepre-
sented. While the single measurements are unbiased, their
monthly mean is biased since only the low-wind part of the
distribution is well sampled. Figure3a shows histograms of
observed wind speed for long records over the US at the
300 hPa level. Whereas there are very few measured wind
speeds over 40 m s−1 in the 1940s, they are quite common
from 1960 onward. When taking the mean, the 5-year av-
eraged wind speeds increase from 14.6 m s−1 to more than
20 m s−1 in the above time frame. This increase is almost
solely due to decreasing sampling bias. After the introduc-
tion of radar tracking in the 1960s, only very few observa-
tions were missing and the sampling bias vanished.

In contrast to the observations, the mean wind speed de-
partures from the NOAA-20CR changed only slightly. Ob-
served winds tend to be higher than NOAA-20CR winds
by 0.5 m s−1 in the 1940s and 1.8 m s−1 from the 1960s
onwards. The mean is positive since the NOAA-20CR has
a predominantly low bias below 150 hPa in wind speed
(Compo et al., 2011); see also Fig. 3 of Part 1 (U wind is
a very good proxy for wind speed in the zonal mean). It
increases slightly over time since the departures tend to be
larger during high-wind conditions, which are undersampled
in the early years. The increase is, therefore, not necessarily
a sign of inhomogeneities in the measurements. The constant
mean departures from the 1960s onward indicate that the low
bias of NOAA-20CR is practically constant throughout these
decades. Thus, it can be expected to be constant also earlier
on, the exception being perhaps the period 1900–1940, when

Figure 5. Monthly mean wind speed at 200 hPa, averaged over
WMO stations with IDs between 70 000 and 75 000 (mostly USA
and Canada),(a) without filling, (b) with missing data replaced with
NOAA-20CR scaled wind values.

different background error variances have been used in the
NOAA-20CR assimilation system (Compo et al., 2011).

There are several options to avoid a sampling bias in,
e.g., monthly means. The simplest one is to calculate the
means only if a very large fraction of observations are avail-
able (e.g., less than two observations missing per month).
Such a strict requirement leads to very few monthly means
being calculated in the early years. As a second option,
one can substitute missing observations with analyzed winds
from NOAA-20CR. We did this for months where at least
15 observations were available at a given observation time
(00:00 or 12:00 UTC). The scaled NOAA-20CR winds (as
explained before) are, of course, used for the substitution.
Figure4a, b show the effect of the filling at a station where
only few data were missing. The filling procedure increases
the observation count from 18 010 in (a) to 18 628 in (b).
The mean wind speed is slightly increased through the fill-
ing in this case. To put more stress on the filling algorithm,
we artificially set all high wind speed values to “missing” in
panel (c), which reduces the mean wind speed by 1.4 m s−1.
Substitution of the values set to missing in (c) by scaled
NOAA-20CR values reduces this artificial sampling bias to
0.6 m s−1 in panel (d).

A composite of monthly mean anomaly time series of sta-
tions with WMO numbers between 70 000 and 75 000 are
shown in Fig.5. The earliest part of the time series in (a) is
affected by the sampling bias without filling. Complementing
the daily data with scaled NOAA-20CR values before tak-
ing the monthly averages makes it possible to remove or at
least reduce the spurious trends due to undersampling (lower
panel). There may be room for further improvement in the
treatment of the sampling bias, but the example demonstrates
that the sampling bias cannot be ignored at all if one wants
to consider time series going back before the 1960s.

Despite this encouraging performance of the filling
method, we decided not to use it for homogenization
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Figure 6: Upper row: a) wind direction and b) wind speed analysis departure (Obs-NOAA-
20CR) time series at time 00 GMT at 850 hPa at station Bismarck (red curves). The
blue curves (right axes) show the Qk time series as defined in eq. 4. Qk values above
Qcrit = 10 are statistically significant and are shaded. The small colored triangles on the
x-axes indicate changes of the radiosonde type. For dd, Qcrit has been set to 20. The
mean of the wind speed differences is positive since NOAA-20CR wind speeds over the US
are generally biased low. Metadata from IGRA are indicated as light blue trapezoids or
triangles.
Middle row: c) wind direction and d) wind speed adjustments calculated by RAOBCORE
from analysis of the departure time series in upper row. Wind direction biases are constant
in pressure and time between breakpoints. Wind speed adjustments occur only after the
1960 at this station. They depend on observed wind speeds and are therefore not constant.
Lower row: analysis departures after adding the adjustments in middle row to upper row.
Note smaller right axis scales compared to the upper panel, indicating better homogeneity.
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Figure 6. Upper row:(a) wind direction and(b) wind speed analysis departure (Obs-NOAA-20CR) time series at time 00:00 UTC at 850 hPa
at station Bismarck (red curves). The blue curves (right axes) show theQk time series as defined in Eq. (4). Qk values aboveQcrit = 10
are statistically significant and are shaded. The small colored triangles on thex axes indicate changes in the radiosonde type. Fordd, Qcrit
has been set to 20. The mean of the wind speed differences is positive since NOAA-20CR wind speeds over the US are generally biased
low. Metadata from IGRA are indicated as light blue trapezoids or triangles. Middle row:(c) wind direction and(d) wind speed adjustments
calculated by RAOBCORE from analysis of the departure time series in upper row. Wind direction biases are constant in pressure and
time between breakpoints. Wind speed adjustments occur only after 1960 at this station. They depend on observed wind speeds and are,
therefore, not constant. Lower row: analysis departures after adding the adjustments in middle row to upper row. Note smaller right axis
scales compared to the upper panel, indicating better homogeneity.
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Figure 7. Vertical profiles of wind direction break size estimates
at Bismarck (WMO ID 72764) for breaks in 1939 and 1948. The
bullets are the estimated differences detected at each pressure level
(black and blue at 00:00 UTC, yellow and red at 12:00 UTC). The
solid and dotted lines are the respective vertically constant adjust-
ment mean values for the whole vertical profiles

purposes. The most important reason is that the filling
compromises the independence between observation and
the reference. Thus, it would become harder to detect
breaks when analyzing time series containing an appreciable
amount of values from the reference series. Even if we did
an adjustment, it would be underestimated for the observed
values but overestimated for the filled values. This would re-

main a problem even if we had a more accurate reanalysis
than the NOAA-20CR at our disposal. As such, one should
use the filling approach only after homogenization.

In the following we display only results with data where
the sampling bias is low so that the filling is essentially un-
necessary. This is the case for the early period at lower pres-
sure levels (< 500 hPa) and for the period after 1960.

Also, on PANGAEA, we only provide homogeneity ad-
justments (daily and monthly) but no filled values. It is im-
portant for the reader to understand that we removed the non-
climatic shifts but that we only highlighted the presence of
the sampling bias without actually removing it.

4 Results

4.1 Individual series analysis

As mentioned above, the main purpose of this paper is to
find and possibly fix breaks, especially in the period be-
fore 1958, where other more sophisticated techniques (RICH
(Radiosonde Innovation Composite Homogenization) and its
versions (Haimberger et al., 2008), for example) are not ap-
plicable, mainly due to the low station density that makes the
construction of reliable reference time series from neighbor-
ing stations rather difficult.
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Figure 8: a) U and b) V wind innovations, c,d) wind adjustments and e,f) adjusted inno-
vations at the 850 hPa level. Note that a positive adjustment of wind direction as shown in
Fig. 6-c) translates to negative V adjustments depending on the strength of the predomi-
nantly westerly winds.
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Figure 8. (a) U and(b) V wind innovations, (c, d) wind adjustments and(e, f) adjusted innovations at the 850 hPa level. Note that a positive
adjustment of wind direction as shown in Fig.6c translates to negativeV adjustments, depending on the strength of the predominantly
westerly winds.
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Figure 9: Wind speed innovations (upper row, red curves) at Athens, Greece, WMO ID
016716 at 300 hPa, at a) 00 GMT and b) 12 GMT. Blue curves are SNHT time series. c,d)
corresponding adjustments and e,f) corresponding adjusted innovations
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Figure 9. Wind speed innovations (upper row, red curves) at Athens, Greece, WMO ID 016716, at 300 hPa, at(a) 00:00 UTC and
(b) 12:00 UTC. Blue curves are SNHT time series,(c, d) are corresponding adjustments and(e, f) are corresponding adjusted innovations.

While the US wind network was established already very
early with up to 60 stations in the 1930s, it had some prob-
lems with measuring the wind direction. The raw observa-
tions show visible shifts, e.g., in the wind direction time se-
ries of station 072764 (Bismarck, North Dakota, USA) in
Fig. 2. Shifts are visible at all the available pressure levels
in the years 1938 and 1948. The shifts are much more clearly
visible in Fig. 6a. It shows the wind direction innovations

τdd(ti) time series with the NOAA-20CR winds as reference
at 850 hPa for (a) wind direction and (b) wind speed. The
SNHT test statistic reaches very high values for wind direc-
tion. The breaks are very similar for wind direction at other
levels (Fig.7). In these early years the ascents did not reach
very high levels and already at 500 hPa the SNHT (blue line,
right axis) can be calculated only after 1945. After those
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Figure 10. (a) Raw wind direction trends at 700 hPa at US stations (WMO numbers between 71 000 and 73 000) for the period 1940–1960
averaged over both 00:00 and 12:00 UTC (most stations reported twice daily). Arrows depict the mean wind speed and direction over this
period. Arrow color indicates wind direction trend over the investigated period. Only stations with less than 1 year of missing values are
shown.(b) Wind direction adjustments(1U,1V ) as estimated by RAOBCORE 2.0. The arrows show size and direction of the adjustments;
the colors show how much the wind direction trend has been changed due to the adjustments. Note scale difference in arrow length compared
to (a). 174 shifts have been adjusted in total.(c) shows wind direction trends after adjustment. The cost function measuring spatial-trend
heterogeneity (seeHaimberger, 2007; Haimberger et al., 2012) has been reduced by a factor of 3 compared to(a).

breaks in early years, the wind direction departures seem
quite homogeneous with no obvious shift.

Figure6b shows the wind speed innovationsτff (ti) and
the SNHT time series. In the years 1930–1960, the time se-
ries are homogeneous. Weak shifts are visible in 1960, 1963
(for unknown reasons) and in 1973, which can be attributed
to a station relocation according to S. Schroeder’s metadata
database (Tschudin and Schroeder, 2013).

Panels6c, d shows= the different adjustments calculated
with RAOBCORE 2.0. They reduce the detected jumps,
as can be seen from the adjusted innovation time series
in Fig. 6e, f, which are definitely more homogeneous than
the raw series presented in Fig.6a, b. No visible wind di-
rection inhomogeneities remain. The inhomogeneities found
may have contributed to the apparent strong wind anoma-
lies found byBrönnimann et al.(2009) during the dust bowl
drought. They would likely be weaker if homogenized data

had been used. This just shows how important it is to elimi-
nate inhomogeneities before doing climate studies.

Wind speed adjustments are not constant in time, since
they depend on wind speed itself. The breaks in the early
1960s are no longer visible in the adjusted innovation time
series, only one shift in 1972 has not been adjusted. The ad-
justments for wind speed and direction can be split intoU

and V wind component adjustments, with a simple vecto-
rial decomposition, and these can be applied in order to ad-
just U andV wind components. Due to the predominantly
zonal wind direction, the wind direction adjustments are pro-
jected more onto theV wind components whereas wind
speed adjustments affect mainly theU component. Figure8
shows unadjusted innovations, adjustments and adjusted in-
novations ofU andV for the 700 hPa level. Note that theV
adjustments (panel d) have a negative mean because of the
negative wind direction adjustment and the mostly westerly
winds. The adjusted time series have no more shifts but also
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Figure 11: a) size and b) temporal disribution of wind direction breaks at North American
stations (WMO numbers between 70000 and 75000) in the period 1935-1960, all available
stations are analyzed. The means of positive and negative breaks are indicated.
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Figure 11. (a) size and(b) temporal distribution of wind direction breaks at North American stations (WMO numbers between 70 000 and
75 000) in the period 1935–1960; all available stations are analyzed. The means of positive and negative breaks are indicated.
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Figure 12: Unadjusted (raw), adjusted and NOAA-20CR wind speeds (a) and directions
(b) in the period 1940-1960 at 700hPa, over a selected group of stations with long and
complete time series ( WMO numbers: 70261, 72206, 72208, 72250, 72261, 72293, 72317,
72363, 72365, 72405, 72469, 72493, 72518, 72528, 72562, 72572, 72597, 72632, 72681, 72698,
72764, 74626, 72231, 72334, 72374). Running mean 8 years.
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Figure 12. Unadjusted (raw), adjusted and NOAA-20CR wind speeds(a) and directions(b) in the period 1940–1960 at 700 hPa, over a
selected group of stations with long and complete time series (WMO numbers: 70261, 72206, 72208, 72250, 72261, 72293, 72317, 72363,
72365, 72405, 72469, 72493, 72518, 72528, 72562, 72572, 72597, 72632, 72681, 72698, 72764, 74626, 72231, 72334, 72374). Running
mean: 8 years.

have reduced variance. Generally it has been found that wind
speed breaks over the US are relatively rare and relatively
weak. Already the unadjusted innovations often look homo-
geneous, which indicates good quality of both observations
and NOAA-20CR.

Wind speed breaks are weak at Bismarck, but at other
places they can be quite strong, e.g., in Athens (016716,
Greece). This station has already been studied byGruber and
Haimberger(2008). Figure9 shows the innovation time se-
ries at 300 hPa at 00:00 and 12:00 UTC. In 1993, 1987, 1983
and 1979, four massive breaks are detected by the SNHT. The
resulting adjustments calculated by RAOBCORE 2.0 and the
adjusted innovation time series are shown in the middle and
lower panels of Fig.9. All breaks already detected byGru-
ber and Haimberger(2008) could be detected again, although
a less accurate reference (NOAA-20CR instead of ERA-40)
was used. Also, the wind direction series at Athens seems to
suffer from two inhomogeneities, but these are not removed

since they are not vertically constant (close to linear growth)
and they change sign. As such they are not attributable to
wrong north alignment.

4.2 Regional and global trends

The overall beneficial impact of the applied homogeneity ad-
justments is best visible in maps of trends of both wind di-
rection and speed before and after the data have been treated
with RAOBCORE 2.0. The raw, the adjusted and adjustment
time series are available at daily resolution, but for trend cal-
culations monthly averages have been used, taking particular
care of the sampling problem as noted above. The trend cal-
culation is easy for wind speed (scalar variable), but more
challenging for wind direction, which is derived fromU and
V trends, as explained in AppendixA.

While maps of trends do not reveal all inhomogeneities,
they are rather sensitive to inhomogeneities and the compar-
ison with trends at neighboring stations helps to understand
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Figure 13. Stations with breaks in wind direction (red bullets) and speed (green bullets) for the period 1940–1960, as well as stations with
no breaks (open circles). 188 stations with at least 10 years of observations were analyzed. For wind direction, 92 stations show 150 breaks
in this period, whereas only stations with 16 wind speed breaks were found.

where the raw data are affected by them. To estimate the spa-
tial consistency of the trends, thecostfunction introduced by
Haimberger(2007) has been used. In this way, smaller im-
provements in spatial homogeneity can also be objectively
measured.

4.2.1 Wind trends over the US in the early period
1940–1960

In 1940 the US already had a well established upper-air net-
work, whereas observations were very rare in other regions.
Pilot balloons and radiosondes were launched twice daily,
typically reaching the 500 hPa level.

As our first example, we show wind direction trends at
700 hPa in the period 1940–1960 over the US in Fig.10a.
The arrows indicate the mean wind speed over the considered
period and point to the mean wind direction. The color scale
tells us about the wind direction trend for the investigated pe-
riod. The figure shows suspiciously strong trends (more than
10◦ over 10 years, mainly located over the central US; sta-
tion Bismarck, North Dakota, 072764, belongs to this group,
see Fig.6). Applying RAOBCORE2.0 and using the NOAA-
20CR as a reference, around 150 wind direction breaks were
detected in over 45 station records in the period 1935–1958.
The applied adjustments are shown in Fig.10b, where the ar-
rows represent the adjustment vectors. For the period 1940–
1960, the adjustments are such that winds change from west-
erly to more northwesterly in most cases (since the breaks in
the opposite direction mostly occur before 1940), stressing
that all the stations are affected by a similar north-alignment-
related bias. The colors show how the adjustments affect the
wind direction trends. The adjusted trends in Fig.10c look
much more homogeneous and the cost function has also been

reduced by a factor of 3 due to the improved spatial and tem-
poral homogeneity.

The nature of the breaks affecting the USA in the period
1935–1960 is highlighted in Fig.11, which shows that the
break distribution is clearly bimodal with absolute values of
break sizes definitely greater than 0. This indicates that the
adjustments are applied only where the break significance
has been carefully verified. Moreover, the break time distri-
bution shows that most breaks occurred in 1939 and 1948.
S. Schroeder’s metadata database (Tschudin and Schroeder,
2013) indicates a change from theodolite pilot balloons to
first-generation radiosondes in 1939, as was the case at Bis-
marck. In many cases there are metadata events indicating
measurement system changes in this database in the above
cited years. However, the information does not reveal what
exactly caused these changes in the north alignment. Accord-
ing to our estimates, this problem was corrected more than a
decade later. If one investigates the break distributions shown
in Fig. 11 for the years 1938–1941 and separately for 1947–
1951, one obtains two tight and approximately Gaussian dis-
tributions, with means of−12◦ and+13◦, respectively.

In order to get an idea of how the observed mean wind
speed and direction looked like before and after the break
analysis, a subset of central US stations was averaged year
by year for both wind speed and direction. As is well visi-
ble in Fig.12, wind directions have been strongly adjusted in
the period 1935–1948, whereas wind speed shows only slight
changes due to the homogenization. The sampling problem
does not play a major role for this figure, since, at 700 hPa,
most series involved were almost complete. Thus, and be-
cause it is visible also in the NOAA-20CR, the increase in
wind speed during this period is trusted. Some instationar-
ity in wind direction is visible as well. However, this is also
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Figure 14. Global observed wind direction trends at 200hPa for the period 1970–1990,(a) before adjustment,(b) after adjustment with
RAOBCORE. 565 WMO stations with less than three missing years in the inquired period have been used. The length, direction and color
of the arrows have the same meaning as in Fig.10.

found in the NOAA-20CR. The offset by several degrees is
less than the measurement increment of wind direction (5–
10◦).

Figure 13 shows that 92 out of 188 US stations report-
ing wind observations in the period 1940–1960 with at least
10 years of observations had breaks in wind direction (150
breaks in total). Only 14 stations were affected by 16 wind
speed breaks.

4.2.2 Global trends in more recent times

The upper-air wind observation coverage is fairly global
from 1950 onward, with a significant improvement in 1958,
the International Geophysical Year. The inclusion of pilot
balloon data is essential to get acceptable coverage in the
Tropics and Southern Hemisphere in the early years. Inho-
mogeneities do, however, also occur in later periods. Fig-
ure 14 shows global wind direction trend maps at 200 hPa
for the period 1970–1990. Quite a few stations show sus-
piciously strong trends compared to their neighbors. 477
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Figure 15. Global observed wind speed trends at 200h Pa for the period 1970–1990,(a) before adjustment,(b) after adjustment with
RAOBCORE. 585 WMO stations with less than three missing years in the inquired period have been used. Cost values in legend indicate
moderate reduction of trend heterogeneity.

breaks have been detected and adjusted by RAOBCORE and
the cost function is reduced to about 40 %, which is substan-
tial. The adjusted trends in Fig.14 show only very few re-
maining outliers.

Wind speed trend patterns are already relatively smooth
without homogenization, as shown in Fig.15 at 200 hPa.
Isolated outliers such as Athens (see Fig.9) or stations in
Turkey, Algeria, the Republic of South Africa, California,
Mexico and Antarctica are detected and in most cases ad-
justed. The cost function is reduced only slightly, by 15 %

(Fig. 15). One could have achieved a lower cost function
value by setting wind speed break thresholds lower, but we
decided to be more conservative. Some strong trend features
are also present in the NOAA-20CR (which has a cost value
of 3900) as well, such as the strong deceleration of winds
over the US, so we do not expect the cost function to become
much lower.

Figure 16a shows the size distribution of wind direc-
tion breaks over the whole investigated period (1920–2010),
whereas (b) shows the temporal distribution of the breaks.
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Figure 16: (a) Wind direction break size and b) time distributions for the whole period
investigated (1900-2010), for all available stations. c) shows corresponding wind speed
break size and d) break time distributions
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Figure 16. (a) Wind direction break size and(b) time distributions for the whole period investigated (1900–2010), for all available stations.
(c) shows corresponding wind speed break size and(d) break time distributions.

The two peaks around 1937/8 and 1947/8 stem from the
problems of the early US stations. Afterwards the temporal
distribution is smooth. The size distribution shows that really
only larger wind direction breaks have been adjusted. Wind
speed break sizes in Fig.16a again show a bimodal break
size distribution. Regarding the time distribution in (b), we
observe sizeable break numbers only after 1945, most prob-
ably because, before, the sparse (only in the USA) sound-
ings did not reach high levels where the wind speed is higher
and problems with speed measurements are more likely. The
prominent peak in 1998 can be attributed mainly to stations
with breaks in the Middle East, northern Africa and South
Asia (together≈ 25 stations). We found no indication of a
break in the NOAA-20CR when we compared difference
series of ERA-Interim and NOAA-20CR wind speeds (not
shown). A total of 1100 wind speed breaks at 566 stations
(out of 2924 stations with more than 1 year of data) were de-
tected. In addition, 1338 wind direction breaks at 605 stations
have been found.

5 Conclusions

This paper documents our efforts to homogenize the global
wind radiosonde and pilot balloon archive described in
Part 1 (Ramella-Pralungo et al., 2014), using the NOAA-
20CR (Compo et al., 2011) as reference. Since this reanal-
ysis was produced using only surface data it is indepen-
dent of upper-air data. The already well-known RAOBCORE
method (Haimberger, 2007; Gruber and Haimberger, 2008)
has been extended and reinforced such that it is able to treat
temperature (results are not shown in this work) and wind
together.

In contrast toGruber and Haimberger(2008), we analyzed
innovation time series of wind speed and direction only (not
U andV ) for break detection, since the measurement instru-
ments report speed and direction and the breaks are related
to biases linked to the instrument itself. For wind direction
we looked specifically for north alignment errors. Regard-
ing wind speed, one expects breaks at those levels where the
mean wind speed is particularly large, i.e., near jet streams.
When a break was detected, the adjustments were made by
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applying a constant factor estimated from comparing the
wind speeds and wind speed innovations before and after the
break. Combining information from wind speed and direc-
tion, theU andV wind components could also be adjusted.

Since the NOAA-20CR was used as reference and since
a much more comprehensive input data set was used, sev-
eral inhomogeneities in the period before 1958 could be de-
tected and adjusted, the most prominent being a pervasive
wind direction bias of up to 15◦ over the central US between
1938 and 1948. After 1960, inhomogeneities are relatively
rare compared to temperature inhomogeneities. Fewer breaks
have been detected and adjusted compared toGruber and
Haimberger(2008). The reasons are, on the one hand, inho-
mogeneities in the reference used then (ERA-40, which has
some shifts, e.g., in 1972, 1974, 1976, 1979, 1986, mostly re-
lated to the satellite observing system;Uppala et al., 2005).
Therefore, we did not consider the breaks detected byGruber
and Haimberger(2008) as metadata for the present adjust-
ment procedure. On the other hand, the ERA-40 background
departures were much smaller than the NOAA-20CR analy-
sis departures used here. For exampleσu in the period 1979–
2001 at 200 hPa at station 35 229 (Aktyubinsk) is 8.1 m s−1

for NOAA-20CR analysis departures, 5.9 m s−1 for ERA-40
background departures and 4.1 m s−1 for ERA-Interim de-
partures. This is simply because upper-air observations have
been assimilated in the latter two reanalyses. It is quite likely
that some of the smaller shifts that could be detected with
ERA-40 could not be detected with our adjustment system
simply because of the higher noise level, which makes the
SNHT less sensitive (σ is in the denominator of Eq.4).

The adjustments could be used as input in a reanalysis bias
correction scheme or they could be used as a reference to
test a future variational wind bias adjustment scheme for ra-
diosonde wind biases with the basic algorithm similar to the
one used for adjusting satellite radiances (Dee and Uppala,
2009). In particular, wind direction biases seem good candi-
dates for variational adjustment since wind direction is well
constrained in a state-of-the-art multivariate data assimila-
tion system and expected model biases in wind direction are
much smaller than the biases found in some of the observa-
tion records.

The wind data set developed is the most comprehensive
homogenized data set of its kind. It is an ideal basis for esti-
mating the tropical zonal mean warming maximum through
exploiting the thermal wind relationship, as pioneered by
Allen and Sherwood(2008). The large number of pilot bal-
loon records should allow us to extend these estimates back
to 1950, and, because of the more complete data, higher ac-
curacy can be expected compared to their study. It may be
very interesting as well to check whether the global mean
kinetic energy has increased in the past decades (Bengtsson
et al., 2004; Kung, 1966).

Although the data are now homogenized, one should be
aware that observed wind speeds have a sampling bias. In the
early period, high wind speeds are underrepresented because
of measurement limitations. This effect still has to be taken
into account when calculating monthly means and trends.
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Appendix A: Wind direction trend

While estimating trends of scalar variables is straightfor-
ward, it is more challenging for wind variables, especially
wind direction. The wind vector in polar coordinates can be
expressed asff ei (dd·π/180), which is a nonlinear product.
Calculating the wind direction trends just from regressingdd

values over time will not always work, amongst other things
because of its periodicity. To avoid such problems we split
the wind vector into its orthogonalU andV components and
regress those independently over time. Then we transform
them back todd andff . The detailed steps are as follows:

1. For the selected time window (normally chosen to be
20 years),U raw, V raw, Uadj andV adj are calculated us-
ing unadjusted (raw) and adjusted (adj) data (where the
mean is taken over the selected time window).

2. From theUraw, Vraw andUadj, Vadj, time series, the lin-
ear trends are calculated. These are multiplied with the
length of the time interval to yield differences1U raw,
1V raw, 1Uadj and1V adj.

3. Using the standard inner product definition, the wind
direction difference1dd can be calculated as

1dd = acos


(

U

V

)
·

(
U + 1U

V + 1V

)
ff (ff + 1ff )

 (A1)

for raw and adj observations.

Dividing 1dd by the length of the time interval used for
calculating1U,1V yields the wind direction trend as it is
shown color-coded, e.g., in Fig.14.

Wind speed trends are calculated similarly, by calculating
first the wind speed difference

1ff =

√
(U + 1U)2 + (V + 1V )2 −

√
U2 + V 2 (A2)

and then dividing it by the time interval.

Appendix B: NetCDF file structure

This Appendix only describes the format of the netCDF ad-
justment files. The format of the merged archive, which is
very similar, has already been described in Part 1 of this pa-
per. The netCDF adjustment files contain the time series with
daily resolution (00:00 and 12:00 UTC ascents) at 16 stan-
dard pressure levels (10, 20, 30, 50, 70, 100, 150, 200, 250,
300, 400, 500, 700, 850, 925 and 1000 hPa); one file for each
variable (temperature,U wind andV wind components) and
station. The file names are self-explanatory, such as

123456_corr_t_X.nc for daily adjustments

123456_corr_monthly_t_X.nc for monthly adjustments.

The first digit is either 0 or 1:

– 0: the station has been identified as a WMO station

– 1: the station does not have a WMO identifier.

The next five digits are the WMO station identification num-
ber if the first is a 0; otherwise they are the progressive num-
ber with which the station has been saved in the respective
archive (The Comprehensive Historical Upper-Air Network
(CHUAN version 1.7) or the ERA-CLIM historical upper air
data sets (ECUD), since only those two archives contain un-
known stations). TheX refers to the variable reported in the
file, and it can be

– T → temperature

– U → U wind component

– V → V wind component

– WS→ wind speed

– WD → wind direction.

The _t refers totime series, as this is the form in which the
data have been stored. The following variables list specifies
data type (float or int) and the name of the variable and pro-
vides some explanations:

– integer→ station→ station ID, the same as the first six
digits in the file name;

– float → lat → station latitude, in degrees north, range
[−90◦,90◦

];

– float → lon → station longitude, in degrees east, range
[−180◦,180◦

];

– float → alt → station altitude, in m a.s.l., range
[−400,8000] m;

– integer→ press(pressure_levels)→ array with the 16
standard pressure levels;

– integer → obs_time(obs_time)→ array with launch
times (00:00 and 12:00) UTC;

– integer → dates(n_g_values)→ progressive day in-
dex from 1900-01-01 with Gregorian calendar, range
[19000101, 20230316];

– float → X_AN_raso_corrections(obs_time, pres-
sure_levels, n_g_values)→ this variable contains the
actual adjustments;X could be eitherT, U, V, WS,
WD, as for the file names.

The arrays have dimensions

obs(obs_t ime,pressure_levels,n_g_values)

. In this way, we use the minimum number of days in or-
der to map the time series. Note that for wind speed and
direction only the adjustment files are available. If one
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wants to also have the raw data in terms of wind speed
and wind direction, one has to calculate those fromU

andV .

With the same conventions, we also have

– float → X_AN_break_uncertainties(obs_time, pres-
sure_levels, n_g_values)→ the standard errors of the
break size estimates

– float → X_AN_breaks(obs_time, pressure_levels,
n_g_values)→ the break profiles; these are identical
with adjustments for temperature but are different from
adjustments for wind direction.

The monthly files have one additional variable:

– integer→ dates(n_g_values)→ Number of data used
for producing the monthly mean

Both daily and monthly files have the following global at-
tributes:

– conventions = “CF-1.4”→ NetCDF files conventions;

– title → project title;

– institution→ file owner “University of Vienna”;

– history→ when the file has been produced;

– data type→ “radiosonde measurement bias correc-
tions”;

– source→ source archive;

– references:→ www.univie.ac.at/theoret-met/research/
raobcore.

Routines for reading the archived NetCDF files are avail-
able in FORTRAN and IDL and can be downloaded from
doi:10.1594/PANGAEA.823609.
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4 New estimates of tropical mean temperature trend profiles
from zonal mean historical radiosonde and pilot balloon
wind shear observations

This paper presents a direct, using radiosondes temperature profiles, and indirect, using wind
PILOT balloon and radiosonde wind profiles, comparison of vertical temperature trends in the
tropics [20N, 20S]. The vertical temperature trend is an important indicator of climate change.
Due to the discrepancies between climate models and observations, this subject was and is still
matter of scientific debate. In this study, particular care has been taken to determine the trends
using two weakly dependent methods that are fed with the GRASP data and the adjustments
coming from RAOBCORE2.0.
The goal is to reduce the existing gap between the temperature trends derived from climate
models and the temperature and wind (employing the thermal wind relation) observations.

My contributions to this work was to prepare the gridded input data and to develop the IDL

routines to handle the data, to calculate and visualize all the presented results. Leopold Haim-
berger supported my work offering some IDL routines, bringing smart ideas and with productive
brainstorming sessions.
The paper text has been written mainly by Leopold Haimberger with my active contribution.

The paper has been submitted on October 3, 2014 to the Journal of Geophysical Research.
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Abstract

Estimation of global scale trends and low frequency variability directly from radiosonde6

temperature records is challenging particularly in the Tropics due to large biases in the7

earlier parts of the records that need to be adjusted. Zonal mean zonal winds and wind8

shear observations are less prone to time varying biases. Together with a zonal mean refer-9

ence temperature trend profile in the extra-tropics the wind data can be used to estimate10

zonal mean temperature trends in the tropics using the thermal wind relationship. Earlier11

estimates using this approach for the periods 1970-2005 and 1979-2005 showed strong trend12

amplification in the tropical upper troposphere but also very large uncertainties because13

the latitude for the reference profile was chosen very far north and due to a lack of data in14

the tropics.15

Both sources of uncertainties have been addressed by i) using reference temperature16

profiles from homogenized radiosonde temperature data sets, ii) using the new Global his-17

torical Radiosondes and Tracked Balloons Archive on standard pressure levels (GRASP) as18

data source that includes not only radiosondes but also pilot balloons, iii) more accurate19

vertical discretization and sampling of wind data. The new trend estimates are extended20

back to 1958 and are considerably less noisy. Trend amplification factors between 1.3 and21

2.6 were found in the intervals 1979-2005 and 1958-2010, respectively, when using wind22

shear information. The best estimates for the warming maxima in the upper tropical tro-23

posphere agree well with those directly from temperatures but tend to be located at higher24

altitudes.25
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1. Introduction26

The vertical profile of upper air temperature trends in the tropics is still a matter27

of debate. While climate models predict strong (factor 1.5-2.5) amplification of surface28

temperature trends (as defined by Santer et al. 2005) in the tropics (20S-20N), those are29

found in a lesser extent in reanalyses and satellite based data sets (Thorne et al. 2011;30

Hartmann et al. 2013; Mitchell et al. 2013). In raw radiosonde data this amplification is31

absent (factor < 1 or even negative). It has only been found after comprehensive homog-32

enization efforts (e.g. Titchner et al. 2009; Randel et al. 2008; Haimberger et al. 2008;33

Haimberger et al. 2012) and was still weaker than the amplification factors found in CMIP334

(Meehl et al. 2007) climate model runs. Only in the most recent of these comparisons35

(Mitchell et al. 2013) involving radiosonde records adjusted with the Radiosonde Innova-36

tion Composite Homogenization (RICH) method (Haimberger et al. 2012) and an ensemble37

of CMIP5 model runs driven by assimilated surface temperatures found good agreement38

between observed and modeled data up to levels of 200 hPa (12km).39

At a time when the trend discrepancies were still large (Trenberth et al. 2007;40

Douglass et al. 2007; Santer et al. 2008), it was demonstrated in a pioneering study by41

Allen and Sherwood (2008) (henceforth abbreviated as AS08) that wind data can be used42

as a zonal mean temperature proxy applying the thermal wind equation. They converted43

zonal mean wind shear trends into temperature gradient trend and those could be compared44

to trends from measured radiosonde temperature. Their approach is valuable because it45

exploits a new and independent data source for estimating tropical temperature trends.46

AS08 found very strong tropical temperature trends (maxima of 0.65 K/10a in the period47

1970-2005, more than 0.4K/10a in the period 1979-2005) at very high levels between 15048

and 200 hPa, although with large uncertainty bounds.49

Their evaluations were restricted to the period 1970-2005 (mostly even 1979-2005) and50

they used only wind speed data from radiosondes, not pilot balloons. However, there51
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were quite many pilot balloon reports particularly in the Tropics, which could help re-52

duce the large spatial sampling errors there. Thanks to inclusion of pilot balloons data53

and also of some newly digitized records in the Global historical Radiosondes and tracked54

balloons Archive on Standard Pressure levels (GRASP, Ramella-Pralungo et al. 2014;55

Ramella-Pralungo and Haimberger 2014) a much more comprehensive upper air wind56

archive is now available from the 1920s to 2013. It also contains homogeneity adjustments57

for the wind data and it has daily resolution. This is a major improvement compared to58

AS08, who had to assume that the radiosonde winds are unbiased and who used monthly59

means as input data, who could potentially be affected by a sampling bias due to the fact60

that balloons could often not be tracked to high pressure levels under high wind conditions.61

Ramella-Pralungo and Haimberger (2014) have shown that this sampling bias is affecting62

monthly means at pressure levels above 500 hPa mostly up to the late 1950s, before RADAR63

tracking became standard. Especially these measurements are, however, crucial to sample64

the subtropical jet and its associated vertical wind shear.65

The above progress appears significant enough to lead to more accurate results com-66

pared to AS08. As will be outlined below, also the numerical calculation method could be67

improved by employing second order finite differences in the vertical. Our ambition is to68

demonstrate that these new trend evaluations with wind data, which do not rely strongly69

on temperature homogeneity adjustments, are consistent with trends solely from homogene-70

ity adjusted temperature records such as the RAOBCORE and RICH (Haimberger 2007;71

Haimberger et al. 2008; Haimberger et al. 2012) data sets.72

After a short discussion of the input data in section 2, the vertical and horizontal73

discretization of the thermal wind relationship are described in section 3. In results section74

4 the various sources of uncertainty are assessed and temperature trend estimates for the75

periods 1979-2005 and 1958-2010 are presented. Conclusions are drawn in sections 5.76
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2. Input data77

The zonal wind data are taken from the GRASP archive78

(Ramella-Pralungo et al. 2014) including homogeneity adjustments for wind as de-79

scribed in (Ramella-Pralungo and Haimberger 2014). It contains zonal wind from80

radiosondes as well as pilot balloons on 16 pressure levels with daily resolution at 00GMT81

and 12GMT, respectively and reaches from 1905 up to 2013.82

In addition, the RAOBCORE and RICH homogenized radiosonde data sets have been83

used for calculation of the necessary extra-tropical reference trend profile and for comparison84

purposes. They reach back to 1958. A sizable number of radiosonde data back to the85

late 1940s exists (Stickler et al. 2014), at least in the extra-tropics, but those are yet to86

be homogenized. Fig. 1 shows the distribution of stations which contain enough wind and87

temperature data to be useful for the following analysis. In the Tropics there are noticeably88

more wind data than temperature data since pilot balloons have been used extensively over89

South America, Africa and Australia.90

The NOAA 20th Century Reanalysis (NOAA-20CR, Compo et al. 2011) has been used91

implicitly by Ramella-Pralungo and Haimberger (2014) as reference for wind homogeniza-92

tion. In addition it is used here for estimating sampling and discretization errors when93

calculating zonal mean temperature trends from vertical wind shear trends. For this pur-94

pose we use the standard analysis data on a 2 degree grid on 20 pressure levels which are95

then aggregated to 10x10◦ box values to match the resolution of the gridded radiosonde96

and pilot balloon data.97

3. Method98

The zonal mean temperature trends at some latitude φ can be calculated by meridional99

integration of the well known thermal wind relation:100

T (φ, p, t) = T (φo, p, t) +

φ∫
φo

af(φ′)
R

∂u(φ′, p, t)
∂ log p

dφ′(1)
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The temperature trend profile must be known only at some reference latitude φo. The101

symbol a is Earth’s radius, R is the specific gas constant of dry air, f is the Coriolis102

parameter, p is pressure, T is zonal mean temperature, u is zonal mean zonal wind speed.103

In order to evaluate this integral, however, several specifications have to be made that104

affect the uncertainty of the results. The most obvious choice to be made is the reference105

latitude φo. It should be one where the temperature trend derived directly from temperature106

is reliable. In general this is the case in the northern mid-latitudes. We chose 45◦N, but107

experimented also with 35◦N which is closer to the equator but less well covered with data.108

The choice of temporal and spatial resolution is a compromise between numerical ac-109

curacy and data availability. Following Thorne et al. (2005) and several others, we chose110

10◦ as spatial resolution, resulting in 18x36 grid boxes. The vertical resolution is inevitably111

non-equidistant, since the standard pressure levels are equidistant neither in pressure nor112

in log-pressure. The temporal resolution of the gridded data is chosen to be monthly.113

The wind records themselves are homogenized and the filling procedure as described114

in Ramella-Pralungo and Haimberger (2014) has been applied (affecting mostly pre-1960115

data) to avoid a negative wind speed sampling bias. Scaled NOAA-20CR winds have been116

substituted for missing values if more than 15 valid values per month are available per117

pressure level. If less valid values were available no monthly values were calculated. This118

strategy allowed maximum backwards extension of the global records. In order to be sure119

that no spurious trend had been introduced, we compared the results to those without120

filling, just to see how much uncertainty is incurred by the temporal sampling problem. At121

least for the periods shown later (1958-2010, 1979-2005) the effect is negligible.122

3.1. Averaging and discretization. When a record has enough values in a particular123

month at either 00GMT or 12GMT, its monthly mean is combined with values from other124

stations within a grid box to yield a grid box average. One valid monthly value within125

a grid box either at 00GMT or 12GMT is already deemed sufficient to define a grid box126

average. This rather liberal data policy helps to find enough grid box means at low latitudes.127
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Further there is no evidence of a diurnal cycle of wind speed or wind speed errors at higher128

altitudes (Ramella-Pralungo and Haimberger 2014). Two grid box values either at 00GMT129

or 12GMT (out of 72 possible) have been required to define a valid zonal mean. It is130

therefore necessary to sub-sample data sets on a full grid to the grid boxes where station131

data are available in order to ensure comparability between those (model generated or132

assimilated) data and the observation data (Free and Seidel 2005; McCarthy 2008). Fig. 1133

indicates that especially in the tropics and in large parts of the southern hemisphere there134

are many grid boxes with only one station that has enough data within the chosen time135

period.136

Since data availability allows only coarse spatial resolution, the discretization is of some137

importance to avoid large errors. After zonal averaging, we have functions of φ and log p,138

which need to be discretized. In meridional direction we use second order centered differ-139

encing with T and ∂u/∂ log p given at 85, 75, ...− 85 degrees N.140

In vertical direction we use second order differencing for non-equidistant grid points in141

log p, as described e.g. by Sundqvist and Veronis (1970):142

(2)

(
∂u

∂p

)
i

≈
ui+1 −

(
hi

hi−1

)2

ui−1 −
[
1−

(
hi

hi−1

)2
]

ui

hi

(
1− hi

hi−1

)

where hi=log(pi+1/pi). The discretization error is hihi−1/6 × ∂3u/∂logp3. Evaluation of143

wind shear starts at 20 hPa and goes down to 1000 hPa where the surface wind is assumed144

zero (non-slip condition) or equal to the 10m wind (slip condition) or equal to the 850145

hPa wind (”free” slip condition). The lower boundary has some impact on near surface146

temperature trends. The free slip condition is considered more consistent with the thermal147

wind relationship, which holds only when friction can be neglected, and it also yielded148

the best results for the lower troposphere. Using the non-slip condition led to unrealistic149

temperature trends in the tropics near the surface.150
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The impact of the discretization on accuracy can be seen by comparing a zonal mean151

temperature trend field taken from NOAA-20CR temperatures with trends gained by in-152

tegrating dT/dy or ∂U/∂p meridionally in both directions starting at a reference latitude.153

Fig. 2a),b) shows differences between temperature trends calculated from the full NOAA-154

20CR grid, using 10◦× 10◦ grid boxes. One sees that the differences vanish at the reference155

latitude (45N, the vertical zero contour). In general the differences are quite small, with the156

exception of Antarctica. Overall the trend differences are mostly below 0.05K/decade which157

is smaller than the differences due to the coarse spatial sampling shown in panel c). The158

vertical discretization of ∂U/∂p is thus considered accurate enough for trend calculation.159

Panels c),d) show that the sub-sampling required by the location of the radiosondes160

has a stronger effect of trends than the calculation method. Yet the combined effect of161

sub-sampling and coarse vertical and meridional discretization rarely exceeds 0.1 K/10a162

between 45N and 30S, especially in panel d). However one must expect that the pattern163

shown is projected onto the trend estimates using vertical wind shear, i.e. that trends are164

underestimated in the lower troposphere but overestimated around 150 hPa.165

3.2. Choice of the reference trend profile. The successful application of the approach166

taken in this paper depends largely on the quality of the temperature trend profile at the167

reference latitude. Errors in the profiles there propagate directly into errors in the tropical168

trend profiles. The error when sampling the zonal mean is best avoided at latitudes between169

30N and 60N. Thus we made tests starting the integration with zonal mean temperature170

trends centered at 35N or 45N. Whereas 45N is best in terms of data availability, 35N has171

the advantage of a shorter integration path into the tropics.172

Fig. 3 shows that the unadjusted extra-tropical temperature trends are about 0.1K/10a173

more positive than the unadjusted trends for both considered periods. The effect of homog-174

enization is much smaller than found in the tropics e.g. in (Haimberger et al. 2008) where175

the homogenization increases the trends in the tropical upper troposphere and stratosphere176

by up to 0.5K/decade during some periods, particularly 1979-2005. In the extra-tropics177
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there is also a relatively high level of consensus regarding the effect of the homogenization178

and good agreement with trend estimates from MSU (Haimberger et al. 2012).179

3.3. Zonal mean wind trends. The vertical wind shear trends determine how much180

stronger the warming in the tropics can be compared to the extra-tropics. Fig. 4 depicts181

clearly positive ∂U/∂p trends estimated from the radiosonde and pilot balloon data in182

the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere between 45N and the equator during both183

investigated time periods, but particularly in 1979-2005. In the lower troposphere the wind184

shear trends are neutral or negative, indicating that the tropical temperature trends are185

smaller than in the extra-tropics. This is consistent with trends from direct temperature186

measurements.187

In the southern hemisphere, there are very strong wind shear trends, consistent188

with the strong cooling of the southern polar cap, partly caused by Ozone depletion189

(Ramaswamy et al. 1996). Particularly for 1958-2010, there are large sampling problems190

south of 50S. Therefore we do not recommend interpretation of trends from wind shear191

south of 30S.192

The wind shear integration method has some potential even before 1958. Fig. 5 shows193

zonal mean temperature and zonal wind trends for the period 1950-1970. The plots indicate194

that it is feasible to define a reference temperature trend profile in the extra-tropics since195

there are valid trend estimates at these latitudes. There is only the problem that the196

temperature data in this early period are not yet adequately homogenized. The zonal wind197

trends in panel b) indicate that there are enough wind data to integrate southward to the198

Equator. The main problem is that pilot balloon ascents traced by theodolites often do not199

reach the upper troposphere in the tropics. We expect that the picture will improve further200

in the next two years once the recently digitized upper air data from former French colonies201

become available (Jourdain and Roucaute 2013) which have been digitized but have yet to202

be assimilated.203
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4. Results204

In this section we assess the uncertainty of linear temperature trends. Fig. 6 gives an205

overview of temperature trends calculated from different data sources in the period 1979-206

2005. This time interval was chosen for comparison with the results of AS08. First of all,207

one sees that much smaller regions had to be masked out than in AS08 because of the208

improved data coverage. The fields are spatially quite smooth except in the South Polar209

region. Panel a) shows trends using a RAOBCORE-adjusted temperature profile at 45N210

and wind shear from adjusted winds. Panel b) shows the same quantity except that a211

RICH-adjusted profile was used at 45N. Both panels show a distinct warming maximum in212

the tropical upper troposphere exceeding 0.3K/10a, with a somewhat stronger maximum213

when using the RAOBCORE-adjusted reference profile. It is interesting to compare this214

to zonal means inferred directly from unadjusted and adjusted radiosonde temperatures.215

As discussed e.g. in Santer et al. (2005) the trend pattern from unadjusted temperatures216

shows no warming maximum at all due to large biases exceeding 0.5K in upper tropospheric217

temperature measurements in the 1980s and 1990s. Panel d) shows trends from RICH-218

adjusted temperatures. A moderately strong upper tropospheric warming maximum is219

again visible.220

Fig. 7 summarizes the global mean trends 1979-2005 estimated directly from unadjusted221

radiosonde temperatures, from radiosonde temperatures adjusted with RAOBCORE (pan-222

els a,c) and RICH(the ensemble mean,panels b,d)) as well as trends derived from vertical223

wind shear and reference profiles at 35N (panels a,b) and 45N (panels c,d). The gray shaded224

areas denote the ±1.96σ uncertainties estimated as described in the appendix. These are225

generally smaller for trends derived directly from temperatures and larger for those involv-226

ing vertical wind shear integrations.227

Apart from the unrealistic trends obtained directly from unadjusted temperature ob-228

servations, there is reasonable agreement between trends calculated directly from adjusted229
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temperatures and trends calculated with wind shear data, particular in the upper tropo-230

sphere. When employing vertical wind shear, the warming trends are clearly dependent on231

the temperature adjustment performed a the reference latitude, particularly if a reference232

profile at 35N is used. Using unadjusted temperatures at 35N and vertical wind shear does233

not yield an upper tropospheric warming maximum (see orange curves in panels a,b). The234

situation changes when using 45N as reference profile. In this case employing vertical wind235

shear always yields a warming maximum, even when unadjusted temperatures are used at236

45N. The maxima from wind shear trends are located higher (ca. 200 hPa) than for tem-237

perature (ca. 300 hPa). The reason might be either still too weak homogeneity adjustments238

for radiosonde temperatures or exaggerated warming from wind shear derived trends due239

to sub-sampling effects, as suggested by Fig. 2-d.240

If a reference profile at 45N is used, the upper tropospheric trend maxima from wind241

shear tend to be stronger and interestingly also the correspondence between trends derived242

directly from adjusted temperature datasets and those from wind shear is improved. It243

is also interesting to see that almost all trend profiles except those obtained directly from244

RICH-adjusted temperatures, show relatively weak trends in the lower troposphere, albeit245

with large spread.246

The numbers given in the plot legends are amplification factors defined as:247

α =
max(dT/dt)|100−500hPa

(dT/dt)HadCRUT4med

This measure is very sensitive and can only be calculated if the surface trend signal is signif-248

icant (typically at least 0.1 K/decade), as is the case for the investigated periods 1979-2005249

and 1958-2010. (dT/dt)HadCRUT4med
is the tropical belt mean surface trend of the me-250

dian of the 100 HadCRUT4 surface temperature field realizations. max(dT/dt)|100−500hPa251

is the maximum belt mean upper air temperature trend value occurring between the 100252

and 500 hPa levels, respectively. The lower uncertainty bound is obtained by dividing253

max(dT/dt−σ)|100−500hPa through the upper quartile (dT/dt)HadCRUT475 , the upper uncer-254

tainty bound is obtained by dividing max(dT/dt+σ)|100−500hPa through (dT/dt)HadCRUT425 .255
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σ is the standard deviation of the trend estimates, visible as half of the shaded area around256

each profile. The factor α is found to be larger than one in most cases, with reasonable257

uncertainty bounds, for all except the unadjusted temperature trends. Amplification fac-258

tors involving wind shear and an adjusted temperature trend profile have values between259

1.1 and 2.3, which is lower than predicted by most of the CMIP3 climate model ensemble260

(Santer et al. 2008) but fits quite well into the range of amplification factors of the most261

advanced CMIP5 simulations (1.7-2.4, Mitchell et al. 2013).262

Fig. 8 extends the trend evaluations from temperature and wind shear data to the pe-263

riod 1958-2010. For this long time interval, the existence of a warming maximum is more264

robust, particularly when using 45N as reference latitude. Warming maxima are found even265

when the trends are calculated from an unadjusted temperature profile at 45N plus wind266

shear. The amplification factors are also slightly higher, more often reaching a value above267

2.0 for this period. As such they agree well with the most advanced CMIP5 predictions268

(Mitchell et al. 2013). The estimated amplification factors are also in accord with measure-269

ments from satellite data Po-Chedley and Fu (2012) and reanalyses (Simmons et al. 2014).270

While these new results estimated from wind shear are not different from those obtained271

directly from temperatures, it is reassuring to see that they can be estimated with much272

smaller uncertainty bounds than before and that they independently support the weak273

tropospheric trend amplification observed in homogenized pure temperature data sets.274

5. Conclusions275

Despite considerable progress in developing a stable and accurate global monitoring276

system, estimating long term trends of basic essential climate variables is still challenging.277

Building upon a much more comprehensive temperature and wind data set than previ-278

ously available, the amplification of surface low frequency variability in the tropical upper279

troposphere could be estimated with smaller uncertainties. Using HadCRUT4 surface tem-280

peratures, RAOBCORE v1.5 and RICH adjusted extra-tropical temperature trends and281

GRASP homogenized zonal wind data, we found amplification factors in the range 1.2-2.5282
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the maximum being at the 200 hPa level. These factors are smaller than the best estimates283

found by Allen and Sherwood (2008) (amplification factor 4).284

The amplification factors derived from a reference trend profile plus vertical wind285

shear are now in better agreement with those solely from temperature, if adjusted tem-286

perature data are used. Considering also the estimates from recent satellite data eval-287

uations, reanalyses and climate models (Po-Chedley and Fu 2012; Simmons et al. 2014;288

Mitchell et al. 2013) we conclude that the tropical temperature trend discrepancies between289

these data sets have been largely reconciled, at least up to 200 hPa. In the stratosphere290

there are still significant differences.291

Backwards extension of the present evaluations to the early 1950s seems feasible given292

the amount of new but not yet homogenized upper air data particularly in tropical regions293

(Stickler et al. 2014).294
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Appendix A. Uncertainties estimation308

For the trend uncertainty estimation in this paper we consider three types of309

uncertainty: Sampling uncertainty, parametric uncertainty and structural uncertainty310

(Thorne et al. 2005).311

One is sampling uncertainty, which can be estimated directly from the available time312

series. We do this assuming normal distribution and taking autocorrelation into account.313

Both temperature and wind shear are approximately normal distributed. Under these314

assumptions the standard confidence interval of the slope as calculated by many statistical315

software packages can be estimated as316

(3) σSL =

√√√√ n∑
1

(yi − yi)
2/(n− 2)/

√√√√ n∑
1

(ti − t)2

where yi = β0 + β1ti and t are the respective means of time and the dependent variable317

(e.g. U , T , ∂U/∂p). In this text we use monthly time series for trend estimation, thus n is318

the number of months of the considered interval. If the residuals of the trend estimate are319

autocorrelated, the sample size n has to be replaced by the effective sample size neff . It320

can be in most cases well approximated by neff=n(1−α)/(1+α), where α is the estimated321

lag 1 autocorrelation of monthly mean series.322

This estimate can be given for every 10◦ × 10◦ grid box. The zonal and belt mean323

sampling error standard deviations can be estimated by adequately summing the variances324

of the slopes in individual grid boxes, assuming that the sampling errors in the individual325

grid boxes are uncorrelated. This yields belt mean sampling errors at each pressure level.326

It should be noted that the belt mean errors of ∂U/∂p trends cannot be estimated from327

the errors of the U trends, since there is strong compensation of errors when calculating328

the gradients. Instead, one has to calculate ∂U/∂p first and then estimate the sampling329

error from the regression as above.330

Besides the sampling error of the trend in a grid box, there are also the sampling errors331

when calculating the zonal means. These can be estimated by comparing zonal mean332
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trends from reanalysis data sub-sampled to grid boxes with radiosondes and those with full333

coverage. This error is assumed independent of the time sampling error and is added to334

the total sampling error. In the plots the sampling error ±1.96σ is visualized in Figs. 7-8335

as gray shading.336

Alternatively one could also calculate zonal mean T and ∂U/∂p time series first and337

then calculate the trends from those.338

In addition to that, one has to deal with parametric uncertainties, which arise from339

uncertainties in the settings of the adjustment method, e.g. thresholds used for break340

detection, minimum length of the averaging intervals, etc. Those can be estimated by341

varying the parameters within reasonable bounds. On top of that there are structural342

uncertainties. These arise from the choice of the adjustment method, the choice of the343

reference and the breaks in the measurement biases to be adjusted. These can be tackled344

by using different adjustment methods and different references. The individual realizations345

gained by the different methods are shown as individual lines with their respective sampling346

errors. For assessment of structural uncertainties, we used the RAOBCORE and RICH347

adjustment methods as well as the unadjusted temperature records. While RAOBCORE348

adjustments yield trends more similar to those obtained from ERA-Interim reanalysis data,349

RICH is more strongly based on the radiosonde archive. However, in RICH there are350

more choices to be made during the adjustment process. Therefore an ensemble of 32351

RICH ensembles has been generated by Haimberger et al. (2012). This is reflected by the352

larger uncertainty bounds around the best estimates for trends directly from RICH-adjusted353

temperature data but also around the best estimates from wind shear based trends that354

use RICH adjusted reference profiles (see Figs. 7,8 and table 1).355

The temperature trends at the reference latitude are of particular importance when356

trends are calculated by integration of ∂T/a∂φ or ∂U/∂p. The adjustment of the 45 degree357

profiles with RAOBCORE/RICH are essential for the final results. Without adjustments358

the warming maximum in the tropics cannot be reproduced. Sampling errors are minor at359
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this latitude since there are plenty radiosondes over the US and Eurasia. We calculate the360

trend uncertainties at these latitudes from the sampling errors of the 45N time series for361

RAOBCORE. For RICH we have the ensemble of realizations whose spread is considered362

independent of the sampling error and is therefore added to the sampling uncertainty.363

Overall we find uncertainties on the order of ±0.1 K/10a in the troposphere and of364

±0.2 K/10a in the stratosphere. Exceptions are the southern extra-tropics where we get365

excessive errors south of 50S when using wind shear data.366
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Tables463

1979-2005 CRUT4 [◦C/10a] UNADJ RICH RAOBCORE
T 0.15±0.02 0.05±0.05 0.21±0.06 0.26±0.06

35N,∂u/∂p 0.05±0.05 0.21±0.06 0.17±0.05
45N,∂u/∂p 0.21±0.07 0.34±0.07 0.22±0.07
1958-2010 CRUT4 [◦C/10a] UNADJ RICH RAOBCORE

T 0.11±0.02 0.06±0.03 0.22±0.03 0.21±0.03
35N,∂u/∂p 0.15±0.03 0.25±0.03 0.25±0.03
45N,∂u/∂p 0.16±0.04 0.29±0.04 0.27±0.04

Table 1: Tropical mean temperature trends for the intervals 1979-2005 and 1958-2010. Best
estimates and uncertainties given for HadCRUT4 surface trends and maximum trends aloft
(between 100 and 500 hPa). Trends using wind shear data have used the respective column
temperature data set at reference latitude.

Figures464
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Figure 2: Zonal mean temperature trend reconstruction errors due to sub-sampling and due
to meridional integration in the period 1979-2005. The trends from fully sampled NOAA-
20CR temperatures are used as reference. a) shows error due to integration over ∂T/a∂φ,
using the trends at 45N as reference. b) shows errors due to integration over y and using
∂U/∂p instead of ∂T/a∂φ. c) shows ”error” due to sub-sampling temperatures to locations
with radiosondes (see also Fig. 1-c), d) shows the combined error of y and using ∂U/∂p and
sub-sampling to radiosonde station locations. Sampling errors may be larger in pre-1958
periods due to sparser network.
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Figure 3: Zonal mean trends 1979-2005 (upper panels) and 1958-2010 (below panels) from
unadjusted radiosonde temperatures, RAOBCORE adjusted temperatures and RICH ad-
justed temperatures at reference latitude belts a) 45±5◦N and b) 35±5◦N. Surface trend
values from HadCRUT4 at these latitude belts are given as well.
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Figure 4: Zonal mean ∂U∂p trends for periods a) 1979-2005, b) 1958-2010.
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Figure 5: a) zonal mean U -trends for period 1950-1970 and b) zonal mean T-trends for
1950-1970, derived from stations with records longer than 16 years in this period. Values
in at least 2 (out of 36) grid boxes are required in a 10◦ latitude belt to yield a valid zonal
mean value.
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Figure 6: Temperature trend for the period 1979-2005 calculated, a) from integrating ∂U/∂p
using a RAOBCORE 1.5 reference profile at 45N b) from integrating ∂U/∂p using a RICH
1.5 reference profile at 45N, c) directly from unadjusted temperatures, d) directly from
RICH-adjusted temperatures.
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Figure 7: Global mean temperature trends in the tropical belt (20N-20S) inferred from
zonal wind vertical wind shear for the period 1979-2005, a) integrating from 35N, using a
RAOBCORE reference temperature trend profile for lines with index adj, b) as a) but with
a RICH reference temperature profile, c) same as a) but integrating from 45N, d) same as
b) but integrating from 45N. The numbers in the legends are trend amplification factors
(max of tropospheric trend/surface trend).
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Figure 8: As Fig. 7 but for period 1958-2010.
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In the introduction of this thesis two main research goals were highlighted:

(i) To generate a comprehensive archive of the available digitalized upper air data sets which
contains PILOT balloons and radiosondes coming from the existing fragmentary archives;

(ii) To develop a unified automatic homogenization system that analyzes and adjusts upper
air temperature and wind data-sets together, using reanalysis information as reference.

In addition, a further investigation became natural to test the value of the efforts made in (i)
and (ii):

(iii) To estimate the tropical mean temperature trend profile from radiosonde and PILOT wind
shear observations and compare them with radiosonde temperature trend and the climate
models results.

The point (i) was accomplished by collecting and merging all the available in situ upper air
data so far digitalized. The involved input sources are the ERA-Interim and ERA-40 input data,
IGRA, CHUAN and ECUD, which contain mainly radiosondes and PILOT balloons reports.
Those catalogues are precious but, unfortunately they contain fragmented information, at pres-
sure and altitude levels and, especially for the period prior to 1958, they report observations at
a-synoptic time and the stations were not identified with a common and unique identifier. The
classification and merging of the sparse data in long and homogeneous observed time series is
an essential prerequisite for state of the art climatological studies.
As first step, all the stations have been identified via automatic cross checking (latitude/longitude,
station name and identifier, if available) plus an additional manual check. After the identifica-
tion procedure a WMO ID has been assigned to ca. 95% of the CHUAN/ECUD stations. To non
WMO stations, a local ID above 100000 has been assigned. As second step, the raw data have
been interpolated from altitude to pressure, from pressure to standard pressure levels, and from
a-synoptic to synoptic time. As reference, the NOAA-20CR has been employed. To guarantee
the maximum data reliability, a consistency check has been performed comparing the overlap
between observed time series coming from different sources and comparing single series with
the NOAA-20CR synthetic time series. Suspicious data (larger than 4 standard deviations σ)
have been discarded. As a final step, the raw time series gained from input archives have been
merged.
The outcome is the Global Radiosonde and tracked balloon Archive on 16 Standard Pressure
levels (GRASP), presented to the scientific community in Ramella-Pralungo et al. (2014). The
GRASP and the input archives have been organized in the user-friendly time series format and
stored as NetCDF and ASCII files available in the PANGEA web portal.
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Figure 4: Temporal distributions of stations with at least 365 days of data, at the pressure levels of 850,
700 and 500hPa, contained in the GRASP archive. Only WMO stations have been used.

The GRASP contains 3217 stations with time series longer than 365 days (minimum number
of days allowed to process the time series), where roughly 3020 stations have been recognized
as WMO stations with a valid WMO ID. 1598 stations contain temperature information and
3152 wind data (stored as U and V components). The oldest temperature record starts the 4th

April 1900 and belongs to the Lindenberg observatory (WMO ID 10393, CHUAN archive) but
the observation practice was quite fragmentary and became continuous only in 1905. As conse-
quence of the world wars, data are missing from 1918 till 1922 and again from 1939 till 1956.
The longest continuous temperature record comes from Moscow with data available from 1938
onward. The longest and most complete wind time series (several stations) belong to the USA
and they start from the 1920s up to days. Globally, the GRASP contains 37 wind records longer
than 70 years (mainly located in USA) and 139 temperature records (mainly located over USA,
Europe and some in Japan) longer than 60 years.
A relative abundance of wind reports (mainly from PILOT balloons) in respect to temperature
report is visible in Fig.4 prior the 1940s when the wind measurements were already quite con-
solidated over the USA, Europe and Japan. The peak visible in Fig.4 for the wind reports around
1960s is the result of the IGY scientific campaigns in remote regions that unfortunately have
been closed after few years.
The soundings spatial coverage, presented in Fig.5, is much more dense for wind than for tempe-
rature, especially over the tropics, which are key regions for climate change understanding. The
northern hemisphere has a good coverage in comparison with the southern hemisphere, where
only after the late 1970s a satisfactory coverage has been gained.
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Figure 5: Spatial distributions of stations with at least 365 days of data, at the pressure levels of 850, 700
and 500hPa, contained in the GRASP archive for the period 1900-2010. Only WMO stations have
been used.

The weak coverage in the southern hemisphere gives to the available stations a strategic
importance: those are the only upper air observation sites available in the range of thousands of
kilometers and they are necessarily employed for any kind of analysis or study. The availability
of new and homogeneous series coming from the CHUAN and ECUD archives in the remote
regions is crucial to improve this lack. Unfortunately, in the last two decades the number of
pilots has been decreasing in remote regions. Still in our days the oceans lack soundings due to
the difficulties in maintaining regular measurements.
The GRASP is the most comprehensive source of long time series at standard pressure levels
and synoptic time. It represents a powerful base for further data processing steps, most notably
homogenization and gridding, after which it should be a valuable input source for climatologi-
cal studies.

In order to exploit the full potential of the data contained in the GRASP, it is essential to
remove spurious biases and shifts from the records. This task is known as homogenization
process. It refers to the research point (ii) announced in the introduction. The University of
Vienna has a long and consolidated tradition in radiosonde homogenization processes: here was
brought to the light the RAOBCORE (acronym for “RAdiosonde OBservation COrrection using
REanalyzes”, (Haimberger et al. (2008)). With RAOBCORE the first attempt to homogenize
the whole temperature radiosonde network since the 1958 (first year available in ERA-40) was
conducted. It relies on ERA-40 and ERA-Interim ECMWF Reanalysis background information,
employing for the first time the so called innovations for break detection and correction.
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The approach was particularly appreciated by the scientific community due to the daily
resolution and the full automation of the method that, after properly set, can treat the whole
radiosonde database.
Based on the RAOBCORE experience, few months later another attempt was carried out by
Gruber and Haimberger (2008), aiming at wind radiosondes time series homogenization, using
the same back ground reference.
Both works stress that the raw time series are often not homogeneous and that, in some cases,
artificial shifts are strong enough to compromise the short (few years) and long (up to several
decades) trends: before any climatological application, these artificial biases have to be removed
or minimized. At the same time, they pointed out that the wind data should be more robust and
relatively less break-affected than the temperature data.
The RAOBCORE method has the major disadvantage of using ECMWF ERA-40 and ERA-
Interim reanalysis products for break detection and correction. Indeed, these reanalyzes prod-
ucts ingested themselves the radiosonde and pilot balloons as input data. In order to avoid this
kind of potentially dangerous recursion, the RICH method was presented in (Haimberger et al.
(2012)). It employs ECMWF reanalysis for break detection and information from neighboring
stations for break adjustment. In this way, RICH is only slightly dependent on the background
information, although it works efficiently only if neighboring stations are not too far and are
not affected by the same kind of inhomogeneities. Unfortunately, these two weakness are quite
common in the period prior 1960.
Based on the knowledge accumulated with the previous experiences, the new RAOBCORE 2.0
has been designed from scratch: a novel approach to treat temperature and wind data together
using background information from the NOAA-20CR. This product is the pioneer of the new
generation of surface-data-only reanalysis and it contains atmospheric fields from the 1871s on-
wards, thus allowing the analysis of all in situ upper air data sets (the oldest record in GRASP
goes back to 1905, at the Lindenberg observatory, WMO ID 10393). The main advantages
are the simultaneous treatments of wind and temperature data and the complete independency
between analyzed data and the reference used; on the other hand, the NOAA-20CR is an en-
semble mean and its analysis departures have higher variance than ERA-Interim and ERA-40.
This combination drives to set a relative low threshold for break detection in the SNHT and
accordingly a relatively high number of points may be flagged as potential breaks. In a second
phase, based on the nature of the shift, a check based on the physics of the shifts is performed
in order to adjust only the significant breaks.
The homogenization effort presented here is the most comprehensive attempt to reduce artificial
biases in the temperature and wind, spanning the whole time series lifetime of the available time
series stored in the GRASP.
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a) b)

c)

Figure 6: a) Raw wind direction trends at 700hPa at US stations (WMO numbers between 71000 and
73000) for the period 1940-1960 averaged over both 00 and 12 GMT (most stations reported twice
daily). Arrows depict the mean wind speed and direction over this period. Arrow color indicates
wind direction trend over the investigated period. Only stations with less than 1 year of missing
values are shown. b) Wind direction adjustments (∆U,∆V ) as estimated by RAOBCORE 2.0.
The arrows show size and direction of the adjustments, the colors show how much the wind
direction trend has been changed due to the adjustments. Note scale difference in arrow length
compared to a) and c). 166 shifts have been adjusted in total. c) shows wind direction trends after
adjustment. The cost function measuring spatial trend heterogeneity (see Haimberger et al. (2008,
2012)) has been reduced by a factor of 3 compared to a)

The homogenization of data prior to 1958 is particularly challenging and innovative since no
precedent automatized and global homogenization efforts have been computed. A big regional
inhomogeneity has been found over the USA for wind direction measurements: between 1935
and 1960, 118 stations shows anomalous wind direction trends. The situation is summarized
in the Fig. 6(a) where the red arrows indicate stations with suspicious strong wind direction
trends. The Fig.7 reports the Bismark station (North Dakota, USA, WMO ID 072764) time
series: in the upper panel (a), the innovation time series attests the direction break typically at-
tributed to wrong north alignment. RAOBCORE2.0 detects the anomalous breaks in 1938 and
1948 (yellow dashed peaks in the SNHT blue curve, Fig. 7(a), right scale axes) and calculates
the appropriate adjustments (Fig.7(b)). Applying the gained adjustment the shift is reduced, as
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a)

b)

c)

Figure 7: Upper row: a) wind direction analysis departure (Obs-NOAA-20CR) time series at time 00
GMT at 850hPa at station Bismarck (North Dakota, USA, WMO ID 072764, red curves). The
blue curves (right axes) show the modified SNHT (applied as described in Ramella-Pralungo and
Haimberger (2014a)) time series. Values above CriticalV alue = 10 are statistically significant
and are shaded. The small colored triangles on the x-axes indicate changes of the radiosonde type.
Metadata from IGRA are indicated as light blue trapezoids or triangles. Middle row: b) wind
direction adjustments calculated by RAOBCORE2.0 from analysis of the departure time series in
upper row. Wind direction biases are constant in pressure and time between breakpoints. Lower
row: c) analysis departures after adding the adjustments in middle row to upper row. Note smaller
right axis scales compared to the upper panel, indicating better homogeneity.

visible in Fig7(c). All the stations in the Fig.6(a) are affected by similar breaks and the relative
adjustments (see Fig.6(b)) are pointing southward, meaning that the shift is common through
the region, even if with different amplitude. After the adjustments, a more smooth trend pattern
is gained as shown in the Fig.6(c): the cost function measuring spatial trend heterogeneity has
been reduced almost by a factor 3. On average the detected breaks in the period 1935-1960
have a symmetrical shape with mean over the 118 stations, ca. −12o and +13o, respectively
in 1938 and 1948. In more recent time sparse breaks are still detected and adjusted, especially
over former Soviet Union, South America and South Africa.
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Wind speed is more robust and it doesn’t show any wide regional breaks at any time, but
several severe inhomogeneities affecting sparse stations have been found confirming the results
of Gruber and Haimberger (2008) in the overlapping period. The total number of adjusted
breaks for wind direction and speed is comparable: 605 stations with roughly 1300 breaks for
wind direction and ca. 1100 breaks over 566 stations for wind speed.
Albeit wind speed is less affected by breaks, it suffers from a sampling bias in the early pe-
riod, especially before 1960. Indeed, the early wind measurement systems uses theodolites to
track the balloon; this technique requires good visibility and only moderate winds at the up-
per levels: under fair weather conditions the balloon could be tracked up to 200hPa or even
higher, but with storms the balloons were lost soon. As a result, the wind records in severe
weather conditions are underrepresented. It has been found the wind speed monthly mean is
strongly underestimated since only low winds are recorded. To calculate unbiased monthly
wind speed, a ”filling” technique has been developed: missing observations can be replaced by
scaled NOAA-20CR values. Since the NOAA-20CR wind speeds are known to be low biased
(Compo et al. (2011)), they have to be adjusted by a factor λ20CR, derived as the wind speed
quotient between the most recent part of the observation time series (treated as unbiased since
the instruments are tracked via radar) and the corresponding NOAA-20CR time series. With
this precaution, when at least 50% of the monthly values are already present, a missing observa-
tion can be synthetically replaced using as proxy the scaled NOAA-20CR value. This approach
allows the reduction of the wind speed low bias mainly in the period prior to 1960, when the
balloons were tracked via theodolites.
The Fig. 8(a) shows the suspicious strong U wind anomalies trend (+4.66m/s/10years) at
200hPa in a composite over USA and Canada stations for the period 1940-1960. The “filling”
expedient reduces the sampling bias, as visible in 8(b), where the trend has been lowered to
+0.72m/s/10years. Employing this technique the wind speed observations, and the derived
monthly means are more accurate and precise.

Also temperature time series have been analyzed with RAOBOCRE 2.0. Severe inhomo-
geneities have been detected through the whole period 1905-2011 (end of NOAA-20CR project)
but, particularly interesting was the period prior 1970s when the observation practice was not
uniform and the radiosondes were suffering from severe systematic instrumental inefficiency.
These inaccuracies “comprised several kelvin in the stratosphere during the 1960s and 1970s”
have been already detected by Haimberger et al. (2008). Now, it is possible to go further back in
time, till the beginning of time series, and to confirm that heavy temperature biases are affect-
ing the observation also at the lower pressure levels (below 500hPa). In particular the Russian
network (already known as strong biased in stratosphere) has a continuous radiation error from
the pioneering ascents (early 1940) till 1980, most probably induced by the type of probe used
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a)

b)

Figure 8: Monthly mean wind speed at 200hPa, averaged over WMO stations with IDs between 70000
and 75000 (most USA and Canada), a) without filling, b) with replacing missing data with NOAA-
20CR scaled wind values.

(Haimberger (2007)). Still in more recent times, significant inhomogenities can be detected
at the upper levels (above 300hPa) and they should be removed before exploiting the data for
climate related studies.
Unfortunately, the NOAA-20CR stratospheric temperature trends are unrealistic and tempera-
ture fields show biases up to several kelvin over the Poles and in the Stratosphere (Compo et al.
(2011)). Thus, temperature adjustments may be unreliable for the upper levels (above 300hPa)
if NOAA-20CR is used as reference for temperature homogenization. However, this homoge-
nization effort has the primary focus on the early data, prior to 1958, when only sporadically
soundings reached the 200hPa. On the other hand, ERA-Interim and ERA-40 reanalysis, used
as reference in RAOBCORE, show some biases in the upper-troposphere caused by the increas-
ing number of warm-biased temperature reports from aircraft (Dee and Uppala (2009)) and due
to the not homogeneous radiosondes information that has been assimilated (Dee et al. (2011)).
For the most recent part of the time series (after 1979, where no regional biases are expected),
the RICH method, that bases the adjustments on a composite of neighbors stations, should lead
to more realistic estimates than RAOBCORE2.0.
To summarize, RAOBCORE2.0 extends the previous efforts to homogenize the global in situ
upper air data set back in time till the beginning of the 20th century. It uses as input data the
GRASP archive, the most comprehensive collection of the digitalized PILOT balloons and ra-
diosondes, that contains temperature and wind data, supplemented with analysis departures
from NOAA-20CR. Compared to previous attempts to homogenize the upper air data sets
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archive, RAOBOCORE2.0 has the advantages to analyze, temperature and wind time series
together, and in comparison to its ancestors (RAOBCORE and RICH), it is upper air data refer-
ence free, since the NOAA-20CR is a surface-data-only reanalysis.
The homogenized wind data sets has been presented in Ramella-Pralungo and Haimberger
(2014a), and the adjustments are fully downloadable from the PANGEA web archive.
The GRASP with the wind and temperature adjustments establishes a new standard for upper
air data quality that can be particularly appreciated for climate related studies.

In the third section of this thesis, the GRASP archive and the wind adjustments are used to
calculate temperature trends and to compare them with the trends directly derived from tempe-
rature radiosondes unadjusted and after homogenization efforts (RAOBCORE and RICH, both).
Zonal mean temperature trends can be calculated either directly from temperature information
or indirectly by integrating the vertical wind shear over latitude interval. Temperature trends in-
ferred by the wind shear ∂U/∂logp, at the pressure p, time t and latitude φ, can be summarized
as:

T (φ, p, t) = T (φo, p, t) +

φ∫
φo

af(φ′)
R

∂u(φ′, p, t)
∂ log p

dφ′ (5.1)

where φo is some reference latitude, a is Earth’s radius, R is the specific gas constant of dry air,
f is the Coriolis parameter, p is pressure, T is zonal mean temperature, and u is zonal mean
zonal wind speed.
Nevertheless, in order to evaluate the integral, some crucial simplifications are required:

• the reference latitude φo plays an important role since any error in the reference tempera-
ture profile is translated into errors in the tropical trend. Thus, φo should be selected ac-
cording to the region where the most accurate direct temperature trend can be estimated.
The northern middle latitudes match this criteria and 45oN has been chosen (although
other references have been tested, for instance 35oN is also particularly promising, due
to the relative good observations density and the advantage of shorter integration path to
the tropics).

• the homogenization plays an active role to define the reference temperature profile T (φo, p, t)

and different homogenized data sets have been tested: RAOBCORE2.0, RAOBCORE
and RICH. As previously described, the temperature trends from NOAA-20CR above
300hPa are particularly poor and the RAOBCORE2.0 outcomes are not fully reliable
above this threshold, thus only the RAOBCORE and RICH homogenized data sets are
used to calculate the reference temperature trend at 45oN (and 35oN ).
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• 10ox10o grid boxes have been introduced, a compromise between numerical accuracy and
data availability to grid the available data. When a wind or temperature record contains
more than 15 days in a month, the monthly mean is performed. One valid month value
either at 00 or 12GMT, coming from one single station, is sufficient to define a grid box
average. Two grid boxes are required in order to calculate a longitudinal belt. These
criteria are quite crude but they help finding satisfactory grid box coverage in the rather
data sparse tropical regions.

• in order to reduce the discretization-induced errors for vertical coordinates, second order
finite differences for non-equidistant grid points in log p have been adopted, as described
in Sundqvist and Veronis (1970).

The discretization procedure is particularly decisive and its impact has been tested compar-
ing a zonal mean temperature trend with trends gained by meridionally integrating of dT/dy
or ∂U/∂p. All fields are taken directly from NOAA-20CR, once with full sample and once
sampled accordingly to the GRASP input data density. As presented in Ramella-Pralungo and
Haimberger (2014b), the differences between the inferred trends are quite small, with the ex-
ception of Antarctica. Thus, the simplifications introduced are considered accurate and safe
enough for trend estimation.

The Fig. 9 gives an overview of the temperature trends calculated from the different data
sources employed in this study for the two periods 1979-2005 (chosen as reference period to
compare the results with Allen and Sherwood (2008) and Mitchell et al. (2013)) and 1958-2010.
The second period is the longest trend that can be calculated employing a reliable tempera-
ture reference profile (RICH starts in 1958). However, it seems feasible to go further back in
time, since there are sufficient wind data, back to the beginning of the 1950s, but a homoge-
neous temperature reference profile above 300hPa has yet to be prepared. In the Fig.9(a), apart
from the unrealistic trends obtained directly from unadjusted temperature observations (dark
blue line), a reasonable agreement is visible between trends calculated directly from adjusted
temperature (RICH method) and trends inferred with wind shear data, particularly in the upper
troposphere. Both have been obtained by integrating dT/dy and ∂U/∂p using RICH ensemble
mean profile as reference at 45oN . Employing wind data, the warming maximum is well visi-
ble for the period 1979-2005 also employing unadjusted data, while it tends to be weak in the
period 1958-2010, most probably due to the wind speed low bias and the non-negligible inho-
mogeneities that are filled with RAOBCORE 2.0 (Ramella-Pralungo and Haimberger (2014a)).
The trend derived from adjusted temperature and wind data are fitting quite well each other
considering the estimated uncertainty (gray dashed areas denote the ±1.96σ). The maximum
trends are located higher when using wind shear (ca. 200hPa) than temperature (ca. 300hPa).
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A possible explanation may be the still too weak temperature homogeneity adjustments for
the upper levels or too strong wind shear estimate due to the station scarcity in the tropical
region.
The table 1 reports the summary of the deduced trends. After homogenization all the trends are

1979-2005
HadCRUTv4 UNADJ RICH RAOBCORE

T 0.15±0.02 0.05±0.05 0.21±0.06 0.16±0.06
45o ∂U/∂p 0.21±0.07 0.34±0.07 0.22±0.07

1958-2010
HadCRTv4 UNADJ RICH RAOBCORE

T 0.11±0.02 0.06±0.03 0.22±0.03 0.21±0.03
45o ∂U/∂p 0.16±0.04 0.29±0.04 0.27±0.04

Table 1: Tropical mean temperature trends for the intervals 1979-2005 and 1958-2010. Best estimates
and uncertainties given for HadCRUTv4 surface trends and maximum trends aloft (between 100
and 500hPa). Trends using wind shear data have used 45oN as temperature reference.

in agreement within the uncertainty bounds (±1.96σ), and the wind deducted trends are always
more generous that the direct temperature ones.
To better wrap up the results, the amplification factor, defined as the ratio between the maximum
trend in the range 100-500hPa and the surface HadCRUTv411(Morice et al. (2012)) ensemble
mean trend, has been introduced:

α =
max(dT/dt)|100−500hPa

(dT/dt)HadCRUTv4med

(5.2)

α is a sensitive measure of the amplification of the surface trend signal and it can be calculated
only if the surface trend is significant.

The Fig. 9 reports also the amplification factors: with unadjusted temperatures, they are un-
realistic (less than 1) and all the others factors (adjusted temperature, unadjusted and adjusted
inferred by wind shear), between 1.5 and 2.5, are fitting well with the recent CIMP5 model
predictions (Mitchell et al. (2013)).

Considering the present results and recent satellite data evaluations (Po-Chedley and Fu
(2012)), reanalyses (Simmons et al. (2014)) and models (Mitchell et al. (2013)), it is possible
to conclude that the tropical temperature trend discrepancies between these data sets have been
largely reconciled up to 150hPa (in the stratosphere there are still persisting large differences).
In particular, for temperature and wind, the encouraging result has been obtained thanks to
satisfactory data coverage over the tropics of the GRASP archive, that includes historical data

11 http://www.cru.uea.ac.uk/cru/data/temperature/
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and PILOT balloons not previously used, and employing the state of the art homogenization
techniques.

The past upper air data are a precious source of information that have been endorsed and
made available to the scientific community with the presented thesis. Upcoming in situ upper
air data digitization campaign and homogenization efforts will improve the current data avail-
ability and reliability, giving new horizons new scientific challenges.

This work has concentrated on extending and improving the data sets backwards. The diffi-
culties seen made clear that measurement homogeneity should be ensured in the future for the
rescued historical data. However, the GCOS-Reference Upper-Air Network12 (GRUAN, Seidel
et al. (2009)) campaign for radiosondes climate requirements and, from 1979, the GPS-Radio
Occultation (GPS-RO Steiner et al. (2011)) showed that it is feasible to obtain climate quality
upper air records without homogenization.

12 Global Climate Observing System (GCOS) evolved in the GCOS-Reference Upper-Air Network (GRUAN)
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a)

b)

Figure 9: Global mean temperature trends in the tropical belt (20N-20S) inferred from zonal wind verti-
cal wind shear and directly gained from temperature profiles (dark blue unadjusted and light blue
adjusted) for the period a) 1979-2005 and b)1958-2010; integrating from 45N, using RICH refer-
ence temperature profile and RAOBCORE2.0 for wind homogenization. The grey shaded areas
denote the ±1.96σ uncertainty. The numbers in the legends are trend amplification factors (max
of tropospheric trend/surface trend).
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6 Outlook

The results presented in Ramella-Pralungo et al. (2014); Ramella-Pralungo and Haimberger
(2014a) and Ramella-Pralungo and Haimberger (2014b) and summarized in this thesis motivate
several ideas for next researches.

First, the Atmospheric Circulation Reconstructions over the Earth (ACRE13) and the ECMWF
ERA-CLIM14 data-rescuing activities, started in the last years, are still fully operational and, in
the upcoming years, will bring to the light new in situ upper air data mainly coming from remote
regions like tropical or polar (Jourdain and Roucaute (2013), Stickler et al. (2014)). As soon as
the new stations will be digitized, the GRASP archive can be extended and also complementary
adjustments can be calculated by RAOBCORE2.0. On the other hand, RAOBCORE 2.0 could
be slightly improved adding more physical constrains to allow more sophisticate techniques for
adjustments. This point could help temperature homogenization that now suffers due the poor
NOAA-20CR temperature trend in the Stratosphere. Also test the RICH method performance
for temperature and wind in the early day conditions could be promising even if the station
scarcity problem should be treated carefully. A substantial improvement in the ability to detect
and adjust breaks is strictly linked with the availability of new reanalysis products that span the
whole 20th century. Preferably, these reanalysis should rely only on surface data to preserve
the independence between reference and analyzed data. It would be interesting to compare the
presented results with a new reanalysis. The new ECMWF ERA-20C (Poli et al. (2013)) seems
to be promising.

The extension of the temperature and wind time series and the more dense station coverage
in the tropical regions will actively contribute to extend the temperature trend estimation back-
ward and to reduce the uncertainties. At the current state, the availability of wind homogeneous
data would lead to satisfactory reliable trends estimation back to the late 1940s (see Ramella-
Pralungo and Haimberger (2014b)), but it has to wait for an adequate temperature reference that
needs to be prepared in future campaigns of data rescue, digitization and homogenization.

The positive RAOBCORE2.0 experience lets open the humidity data homogenization topic.
The time is ripe to include also this important parameter too long forgotten but important to
quantify the human impact on climate change (Santer et al. (2007)). In the past, Dai et al. (2011)
were able to globally and automatically homogenize the dew point depression radiosonde data
coming from the IGRA archive gaining more coherent trends during 1973-2009 than the raw
data. In the presented work it was planned to insert also humidity in GRASP and RAOB-

13 http://www.met-acre.org/
14 http://www.era-clim.eu/
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6 Outlook

CORE2.0 projects, but due to the lack of a suitable reference, it was not possible to collocate
not-standard altitude and time data contained in the CHUAN and ECUD to standard pressure
and synoptic time and to homogenize them.
For the most recent part of the series (from 1993 onwards) MSU information could be employed
as reference series (Santer et al. (2007)). Challenging is also the homogenization in the modern
era where the Satellite radiance GPS-RO (Steiner et al. (2011)) could be used as background
reference in addition to the reanalysis information.

Having a long and homogeneous set of upper air temperature, wind and humidity time se-
ries covering the whole globe would represent a top quality archive that could be suitable for
climate change studies and could be used as input data for future reanalysis efforts.
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